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ABSTRACT
NEURAL CORRELATES OF MEMORY DECISIONS MADE IN THE FACE OF CONFLICT
by
Elaine J. Mahoney
The University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee, 2018
Under the Supervision of Professor Deborah Hannula
We’ve all experienced moments where, for some reason or another, we don’t want to
reveal to others what we truly know. The current experiment investigated questions about the
behavioral and neural correlates of these types of memory decisions made in the face of a
conflicting goal. Participants in this experiment studied several scene-face pairs and were tested
with three-face displays preceded by studied scene cues. They were instructed to indicate
whether the three-face display contained the matching associate or not. Critically, half of the
participants were instructed to simulate feigned memory impairment (i.e. simulators), while the
remainder were instructed to perform optimally (i.e. controls). Eye movements and neural
activity were recorded throughout this test. Consistent with the instructional manipulation,
simulators performed worse than controls with their explicit responding. However, both groups
showed comparable early viewing of the associate after the three-face display was presented.
Analyses were conducted to identify the memory, attention, and cognitive control processes that
contributed to these memory decisions while feigning memory impairment. Hippocampal
activity during the scene cue predicted early viewing effects for simulators, even when they
made incorrect responses. During the three-face display, hippocampal activity reflected memory
accuracy among controls, but the opposite pattern was evident in simulator data. This pattern,
with greater activity for incorrect than correct trials, was also seen for simulators in the anterior
ii

cingulate cortex, an outcome that likely reflects conflict between memory retrieval and decision
making. Finally, group differences in parietal regions likely indicate greater reorienting of
attention among simulators than controls. Together, these results suggest the recruitment of
memory retrieval, attentional allocation, and cognitive control regions as individuals work to
succeed at simulating memory impairment.
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Much of the time, we desire accurate memory retrieval in order to inform behavior. On
the other hand, we have all likely experienced situations in which, despite accurate memory, we
aim to hide our knowledge. This deception is usually fairly innocuous, done to spare another’s
feelings or maintain one’s own public image. However, there are times at which deception about
what one remembers can be very costly to society. For example, individuals may feign memory
impairment for financial gain or to gain access to resources, and in doing so make it more
difficult for individuals who truly require help. The primary objective of this investigation was to
examine the cognitive and neural correlates of memory-based decision making in the face of
conflict. To this end, half of the participants in this between-groups study were instructed to
simulate or feign memory impairment on a recognition test, while others were instructed to
perform their best. I posit that memory, attention, and cognitive control all contribute to
performance, likely interacting in order to guide behavior. Specifically, using a combined eye
tracking and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) approach, I investigated whether
information retrieved from long-term memory is subject to attentional prioritization despite
participants’ attempt to feign impairment, whether and how attention is redirected away from
known materials, and how cognitive control processes may be recruited to convincingly feign
impairment.
In the field of memory research, the structures of the medial temporal lobe (MTL) have
been demonstrated to be critical for the encoding and retrieval of episodic memories (Graf &
Schacter, 1985; Squire & Zola, 1997). According to one proposal, the hippocampus itself is
critically involved in the processing and representation of relationships among items, including
the relationships between items and their contexts (Eichenbaum, Otto, & Cohen, 1992;
Eichenbaum, Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 2007). The neuroanatomical structure of the MTL is the
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basis for this proposal. The MTL consists of the hippocampal complex, as well as the perirhinal,
entorhinal, and parahippocampal cortices (Squire, Stark, & Clark, 2004). The MTL receives
highly-processed multimodal input, including visual information conveyed by two visual
processing streams: a ventral visual stream that represents object information (i.e. the “what”
information) and a dorsal visual stream that represents information about the location and
orientation of the object (i.e. the “where” information; Goodale & Milner, 1992). Where these
processing streams project provides information about what types of representations the various
regions of the MTL may support. The ventral visual stream projects primarily to the perirhinal
cortex (Suzuki & Amaral, 1994) and so it has been proposed that this region is capable of
supporting object-level representations for memory and other cognitive processes (e.g.,
perception; Murray & Richmond, 2001; Buckley & Gaffan, 2006). In contrast, the dorsal visual
stream projects to the parahippocampal cortex (Suzuki & Amaral, 1994), which is proposed to
support representations of contexts (Eichenbaum & Lipton, 2008). Following these initial
projections into the MTL, the perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices project to the lateral and
medial entorhinal cortex, respectively (Insausti, Amaral, & Cowan, 1987). Finally, these two
processing streams converge in the hippocampus. This positioning at the apex of the hierarchy
within the MTL supports the proposal that the hippocampus is well suited to bind item and
context information. These relational representations are then able to support the rich, episodic
memories that are formed as we interact with our environment (Cohen & Eichenbaum, 1993;
Eichenbaum, Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 2007; Eichenbaum & Cohen, 2014; Montaldi & Mayes,
2010; Diana, Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 2007; Davachi, 2006).
This proposal that the hippocampus supports relational binding has been supported by a
number of neuroimaging investigations with healthy individuals (e.g. Sullivan, Giovanello,
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Schnyer, & Verfaellie, 2004; Prince, Daselaar, & Cabeza, 2005; Hannula & Ranganath, 2008;
Hannula, Libby, Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 2013; see also Cohen, Ryan, Hunt, Romine, Wszalek,
& Nash, 1999). In these fMRI investigations, activity differences in the hippocampus were
greater for tasks that required the retrieval of relational, as compared to item, memories (e.g.,
Sullivan et al, 2004). It has also been demonstrated that hippocampal activity is greater when a
person is successful in their relational memory retrieval, compared to when retrieval fails (e.g.,
Prince et al., 2005; Hannula et al., 2013). Additional investigations have been conducted with
patients with MTL damage (e.g. Crane & Milner, 2005; Holdstock, Mayes, Gong, Roberts, &
Kapur, 2005; Hannula, Tranel, & Cohen, 2006; Hannula, Ryan, Tranel, & Cohen, 2007; Konkel,
Warren, Duff, Tranel, & Cohen, 2008). One such investigation tested healthy participants, as
well as amnesic patients whose lesions were either restricted to the hippocampus or extended
beyond the hippocampus to adjacent MTL regions (Konkel et al., 2008). In the experiment, they
tested three different types of relational memory (spatial, associative, and sequential) along with
item memory. Participants in this experiment first studied a number of sets of 3 novel visual
objects presented sequentially, each in a unique location on the screen. Following the encoding
block, participants’ memory was tested for either their knowledge of the individual items
presented in the encoding block (i.e. item memory), of the locations in which items in a set were
presented (i.e. spatial relational memory), of the groupings of objects in the sets within the block
(i.e. associative relational memory), or of the order in which items in a set were presented (i.e.
sequential relational memory). They found that all of the patients were impaired on the three
relational memory tasks as compared to healthy controls. However, the patients with lesions
limited to the hippocampus showed relatively spared item memory as compared to their
relational memory performance. From this, they concluded that all three types of relational
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memory rely disproportionately on the hippocampus, in comparison to item memory which can
be supported, in part, by other MTL structures. These findings therefore support the relational
memory theory described above.
Consistent with the basic tenets of relational memory theory, Moscovitch (2008)
proposed that the hippocampus supports rapid, obligatory retrieval of associated details in the
presence of memory cues as the first step of a two-stage process leading to conscious
recollection. According to this two-stage model, when a memory cue is present, an involuntary,
unconscious retrieval of the associated details occurs and this is hippocampus-dependent. This
first stage is consistent with research with both human and non-human animals that indicates that
the hippocampus is involved in rapid pattern completion processes (Marr, 1971; Mizumori,
McNaughton, Barnes, & Fox, 1989; Bakker, Kirwan, Miller, & Stark, 2008; see Rolls, 2013 for
review). In the model, following this obligatory memory retrieval, a slower, more effortful stage
of retrieval occurs with conscious awareness, which allows for the explicit recall of the memory.
This second stage also requires the hippocampus, but additionally relies on its connections with
prefrontal and parietal regions.
Consistent with the proposed two-stage model, it has been reported that hippocampal
activity during a memory cue predicts eye-movement-based expression of relational memory and
that this effect is present even when explicit recollection fails (Hannula & Ranganath, 2009). In
this investigation, a scene-face paradigm was used, one that was adapted and used in the current
investigation. In this task, participants first learned a series of scene-face pairs. Following this
encoding phase, participants were cued with one of the studied scenes after which three studied
faces were superimposed on top of the scene. While the behavioral response required by the
participant to this display differs across investigations, analysis of viewing patterns has reliably
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shown that individuals tend to view the associate of the scene disproportionately, an effect that is
evident early in the trial (i.e. within 500-750ms of display onset), despite the fact that all three
faces were presented equally often during the encoding phase (See Figure 1A; Hannula, Ryan,
Tranel, & Cohen, 2007; Hannula & Ranganath, 2009; Williams et al., 2010). This early viewing
effect therefore, reflects memory for the learned scene-face relationships (see Hannula, Althoff,
Warren, Riggs, Cohen, & Ryan, 2010 for review). As mentioned previously, a neuroimaging
investigation demonstrated that hippocampal activity during the scene cue predicted these early
eye-movement-based relational memory effects (Hannula & Ranganath, 2009). The observation
that these hippocampal effects predicted viewing even when participants misidentified the
associate is consistent with the first stage of the two-stage model where obligatory hippocampal
retrieval in the presence of memory cues is not sufficient for conscious recollection. In the
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current investigation, I examined whether or not hippocampal activity would predict viewing on
incorrect trials when participants feign memory impairment. Given the proposal that
hippocampal retrieval is an obligatory process in response to a memory cue, effects similar to
those reported previously (Hannula & Ranganath, 2009) were expected in simulator data.
Additional behavioral investigations using the scene-face task above have lent support to
the idea that retrieval of associates occurs obligatorily as predicted by the two-stage model.
Specifically, it has been shown that these eye-movement-based relational memory effects occur
extremely quickly after stimulus presentation (i.e. within 500-750ms following stimulus onset),
are present before explicit responses are made, and are resistant to change in the face of a variety
of task instructions (Hannula et al., 2007). Indeed, results from a recent study indicate that these
eye movement effects are present even when individuals attempt to feign memory impairment
and whether, in this context, explicit recognition responses are correct or not (Mahoney, Osmon,
Kapur, & Hannula, in prep). Taken together, these characteristics suggest that the eyemovement-based relational memory effect may be an obligatory expression of hippocampussupported retrieval that occurs when a memory cue is presented. As such, we might expect to see
comparable effects here in viewing patterns of simulators who are attempting to feign memory
impairment, and control participants who are performing optimally. These eye-movement-based
memory effects are expected to be seen even on trials where simulators successfully conceal
their memory by making incorrect explicit responses.
As the above work investigating relational memory employed eye movement
methodology, it can also be used to make inferences about attentional deployment of the
participants. While attention can be deployed covertly, without a corresponding eye movement,
where the eyes are directed usually provides some information about the focus of attention (e.g.,
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Hoffman & Subramaniam, 1995). Based on the characteristics of the eye-movement-based
memory effects described above, these studies suggest that these effects may represent an
automatic or obligatory prioritization of attention towards content retrieved from long-term
memory that is related to retrieval by the hippocampus in response to the memory cue. A
primary aim of the current investigation was to investigate the neural bases of this potential
interaction between memory retrieval and attentional prioritization of learned materials, indexed
with eye movement behavior, while participants complete the scene-face task described above
under the instruction to feign memory impairment for the associations.
As described above, one aim of the current investigation was to use early eye movement
effects to determine whether attention is directed to learned information retrieved from memory,
despite instructions to simulate memory impairment. In addition, this experiment addressed
whether and how eye movements throughout the trial may change when individuals are trying to
feign memory impairment as compared to performing optimally. More specifically, it was
investigated whether attention was redirected from these learned materials, as seen in eye
movement behavior, and how this reorientation of attention is supported in the brain.
Two ways in which attention can be deployed have been differentiated: bottom-up
attention, which is generally thought of as a capture of attention by a stimulus, and top-down
attention, which is attention deployed in accordance with some goal (Todd & Van Gelder, 1979;
Posner, 1980; Serences & Yantis, 2007). Through neuroimaging investigations, bottom-up
deployment of attention has been linked to a ventral pathway in the parietal and frontal lobes,
including the temporoparietal junction (TPJ) and the ventral frontal cortex (Corbetta & Shulman,
2002; Vossel, Geng, & Fink, 2014). In contrast, top-down allocation of attention has been found
to be supported by a dorsal frontoparietal network including regions such as the intraparietal
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sulcus (IPS), the superior frontal cortex, and the frontal eye fields (Corbetta, Kincade, Ollinger,
McAvoy, & Shulman, 2000; Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Shulman, McAvoy, Cowan, Astafiev,
Tansy, d’Avossa, & Corbetta, 2003).
There are several attention-related regions that are of interest for the current
investigation. One is the TPJ which has been shown to be activated when target stimuli appeared
in an uncued, unattended location, leading researchers to propose that this neural region is
responsible for stimulus-driven reorienting of attention (Corbetta et al., 2000; Corbetta &
Shulman, 2002). Activation of TPJ was also seen when distractors were present during a task, an
effect that was disproportionately greater when the distractor shared a feature with the target
stimulus (Serences, Shomstein, Leber, Golay, Egeth, & Yantis, 2005). Again this led researchers
to conclude this region is activated when reorientation to a stimulus occurs, particularly when
this stimulus has some sort of behavioral relevance. Here, the interest was whether attention that
is reoriented away from the behaviorally relevant stimulus, in line with task instruction, might
also be supported by this region.
In addition to the TPJ, regions involved in top-down deployment of attention are of
interest. Uncapher, Boyd-Meredith, Chow, Rissman, and Wagner (2015) investigated the role of
such resources when individuals attempted to make deceptive old/new responses to previously
encoded faces. Here, when instructed to be deceptive, participants were encouraged to modulate
memory responses to avoid detection by a neural classifier by engaging specific strategies when
presented with each face. When they were presented with a previously encoded face, they were
instructed to respond that it was new and then encouraged to shift their attention to features of
the photograph, such as the lighting, that they had not previously attended. In contrast, when
presented with novel faces, they were instructed to respond that it was old and then encouraged
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to engage in memory-related processing, such as remembering a friend who looked similar. A
contrast between activity during old faces, which required a shift of visual attention, and during
new faces showed increased activation of the left IPS and superior parietal lobule. They
concluded that participants were successful in employing the instructed strategies and that this
activation represented goal-directed reorientation of attention to perceptual features of the
photograph. In the current investigation, the act of redirecting attention away from learned
materials when attempting to feign impairment, as seen in eye movement behavior, may be
related to these top-down attentional mechanisms and/or bottom-up reorienting regions, such as
the TPJ.
In addition to addressing questions about changes in how attention is directed to learned
materials across groups, and the neural correlates of these effects, the current investigation aimed
to identify additional cognitive and neural resources that are recruited when individuals attempt
to feign memory impairment. Studies using neuropsychological performance validity tests have
demonstrated that individuals malingering memory deficits tend to respond more slowly than
individuals giving optimal effort (van Hooff, Sargeant, Foster, & Schmand, 2009; Vagnini,
Berry, Clark, & Jiang, 2008). It should be noted that in these experiments participants are not
given specific strategies, but rather, are instructed to convince the examiner that they have a
memory problem. They do not, for example, respond incorrectly on every trial, which differs
from standard concealed memory tests where participants are told specifically when to make
incorrect responses and when to respond accurately. From the response-time findings in these
types of investigation, I posit that in order to successfully simulate feigned memory impairment,
additional cognitive control processes are required to update decision making based on past
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responses, as well as to overcome conflict between memory retrieval and the instructed task
objective.
Cognitive control has been described as a group of processes that coordinate other
cognitive resources (including attention and memory) in order to flexibly adapt behavior to
progress towards a current goal. (Ridderinkhof, van den Wildenberg, Segalowitz, & Carter,
2004). Some of the processes under the cognitive control label include the selection and ongoing
maintenance of goals (Arana, Parkinson, Hinton, Holland, Owen & Roberts, 2003; Valentin,
Dickinson, & O’Doherty, 2007), response inhibition (Ridderinkhof, Ullsperger, Crone, &
Nieuwenhuis, 2004; Booth et al., 2003), working memory (D’Esposito, Detre, Alsop, Shin,
Atlas, & Grossman, 1995; D’Esposito, 2007), and performance monitoring (Ridderinkhof et al.,
2004; Ullsperger & Von Cramon, 2004). Upregulation of this system is thought to occur when
additional control is required to keep behavior in line with current goals (Ridderinkhof,
Ullsperger, Crone, & Nieuwnehuis, 2004). Increased engagement of cognitive control, therefore,
should occur in situations where it may be more difficult to act effectively, such as when task
demands increase or when items that must be ignored are present in the environment. In the
current investigation, the engagement of cognitive control was expected to be greater for
participants who were given the demanding task of feigning memory impairment in the presence
of encoded information.
Research on the neural basis of cognitive control has consistently shown that these
processes are largely supported by the prefrontal cortex (PFC; Miller, 2000; Koechlin, Ody, &
Kouneiher, 2003; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004; Kouneiher, Charron, & Koechlin, 2009). Processes
that are expected to be engaged as participants feign memory impairment in the current
investigation include working memory, particularly the active maintenance of the instructed
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goal, response inhibition, and performance and error monitoring. In fMRI investigations,
working memory, and specifically goal maintenance, have been shown to be supported by the
lateral PFC (D’Esposito, 2007; Paxton, Barch, Racine, & Braver, 2008). Both the dorsolateral
and ventrolateral PFC have been related to response inhibition (Chikazoe, Konishi, Asari,
Jimura, & Miyashita, 2007; Mostofsky et al., 2003). Finally, performance and error monitoring
have been found to be related to activity in the medial PFC and the anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC; Carter, Braver, Barch, Botvinick, Noll, & Cohen, 1998; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004).
If the cognitive control system is responsible for activating, coordinating, and monitoring
other cognitive processes in the brain, the question remains as to what provides this kind of
oversight for the cognitive control system. Botvinick, Braver, Barch, Carter, & Cohen (2001)
proposed that this role was the job of the ACC. As mentioned above, the ACC has been linked to
performance monitoring and error detection (Carter et al., 1998). In their hypothesis, Botvinick
et al. (2001) describe the ACC as a conflict-monitoring region. They concluded this on the basis
of several consistent findings about the region. The first was that the ACC is activated when a
person needs to override a prepotent response, which they interpreted as activation due to the
conflict between the prepotent response and the response that needs to be made to achieve the
current goal. They also point to research that showed ACC activation during tasks that have
multiple, equally correct responses and stated that the conflict between these possible choices is
what recruits the ACC. Finally, they discussed research that showed that the ACC is more active
when a person commits an error, especially on a speeded task. They construe this finding as the
ACC reacting to the conflict between the given response and the correct answer. In addition to
considering these research findings, they presented two computer simulations that show that the
ACC as a conflict-monitoring unit, along with feedback from other cognitive control regions, can
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account for a number of established behavioral findings in the literature. Therefore, they propose
that the ACC is a continually active conflict monitoring processor that can alert other prefrontal
regions to situations that may require greater cognitive control.
Consistent with this conflict-monitoring hypothesis, an fMRI study showed that during
the Stroop task, the ACC showed conflict related activity when participants committed errors
(i.e. read the word when the task was to name the ink color; Kerns, Cohen, MacDonald, Cho,
Stenger, & Carter, 2004). Furthermore, this increased activity in the ACC was related to an
increase in activity in the PFC, specifically the dorsolateral PFC, and to behavioral adjustments
on trials following the error. Overall, this study provides support for the notion that the ACC is a
region that monitors conflict in information processing, and once such conflict is detected,
recruits the other cognitive control regions to bring behavior back in line with the current goal.
More recent research has suggested that in addition to performance and conflict monitoring, the
ACC is involved in evaluating outcomes of potential actions (Shenhav, Botvinick, & Cohen,
2013; Brown, 2013). With this added function of the region, it is posited that the ACC is able to
integrate information about the benefit of additional cognitive control and effectively modulate
cognitive control regions for optimal performance (Shenhav et al., 2013).
Few studies have been conducted to examine the neural correlates of malingered memory
performance, but the results from these studies are consistent with the proposal that increased
cognitive control is required for successful feigned memory impairment (Lee et al., 2002; Lee,
Liu, Chan, Ng, Fox, & Gao, 2005; Browndyke et al., 2008). Again, participants in these
experiments were instructed to convince the examiner that they had a memory deficit, but not
provided with specific strategies on how to do so, giving the participant the freedom to make
correct and incorrect responses as they wished. In one such experiment, a block design task was
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employed where participants had to complete a digit memory task under different conditions. In
this task, participants were first shown a three-digit number, followed by a short delay, and the
presentation of another number. Participants were required to indicate whether the number
matched the one seen earlier in the trial, either accurately or while trying to feign memory
impairment. They found increased activation in the feigned impairment block in the frontopolar
prefrontal regions, which was explained by the increased need to keep a primary goal in mind.
The dorsolateral PFC also showed greater activation and they stated this could be related to a
number of processes including performance anticipation, intentional retrieval, working memory,
general cognitive control, and the selection of retrieval strategies. Increased cingulate activity
was explained as a need for the inhibition of previously learned rules (i.e. responding honestly)
and self-monitoring of errors. A later block design study by the same group showed that the
prefrontal regions implicated in the original study, including the frontopolar regions, dorsolateral
PFC, and anterior cingulate, are generalizeable across stimulus types, gender of participant, and
native language (Lee et al., 2005). In addition, they identified consistent activation of
dorsomedial PFC and orbitofrontal cortex related to feigned memory impairment compared to
optimal performance. One limitation of these block-design investigations is the inability to
evaluate trial-specific activity differences. The current investigation employed an event-related
design where activity was examined during two trial components – a memory cue and a
recognition test display.
One event-related fMRI study of memory malingering used a modified version of a
neuropsychological performance validity test, where participants first learned a number of simple
line drawings (Browndyke et al., 2008). They then completed a recognition phase in which items
were presented one at a time and old/new judgments were required, again either under
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instruction for optimal or feigned memory performance. Researchers investigated both types of
malingered responses: malingered misses, which is saying a stimulus was new when it was really
old, and malingered false alarms, which is saying a stimulus was old when it was really new.
They found increased activity for malingered misses compared to hits made in the optimal
performance condition in the left dorsomedial PFC, which they explained as an increase of
inhibition and response conflict, and the inferior parietal lobule, which they concluded was due
to performance and probability monitoring. They also found increased activity bilaterally in the
ventrolateral PFC during malingered false alarms compared to correct rejections from the
optimal performance condition, explained as an increased need for the inhibition of prepotent
responses. These three studies employing neuroimaging methods and an instructional
manipulation to encourage feigned memory impairment have provided early evidence for the
role of cognitive control regions in the behavior of malingering. As in these studies, individuals
feigning memory impairment in the current investigation were likely to engage in processes such
as inhibition, performance monitoring and conflict detection. I expanded upon these prior studies
in several ways. First, I investigated eye movement behavior as well as explicit responding to
more fully understand the behavioral expression of the memory, attention, and cognitive control
processes that contribute to feigned memory impairment. Furthermore, correlated activity
differences between brain regions were evaluated to examine potential neural interactions that
support performance.
While the neuroimaging studies focusing specifically on feigned memory impairment are
few, additional evidence for the contribution of cognitive control processes to deceptive behavior
has been reported using other tasks (Abe et al., 2008; Phan, Magalhaes, Ziemlewicz, Fitzgerald,
Green, & Smith, 2005). Many of these investigations instructed participants to respond
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incorrectly throughout an entire block or on a particular type of trial, thereby not giving them the
same control over their correct and incorrect responses as is seen in investigations of memory
malingering. In one such investigation, participants were given two playing cards and were asked
to tell the truth about possessing one and lie about possessing the other, while undergoing fMRI
scanning. From this task, researchers were able to identify neural regions that were activated by
the act of making deceptive responses. Specifically, these deceptive responses were associated
with greater activity in the ventrolateral, dorsolateral, and dorsomedial PFC (Phan et al., 2005).
Across these studies, it appears that prefrontal regions, such as the dorsolateral and ventrolateral
PFC are activated in both simulated memory impairment and directed concealed memory tasks,
while the ACC is differentially activated by feigned memory impairment.
As mentioned previously, activation of cognitive control regions was expected in the
current investigation as individuals attempt to simulate memory impairment. We expected that
participants concealing their memory would show greater recruitment of prefrontal regions as
they attempted to maintain and meet the goal of concealing their memory, as well as deal with
the conflict between accurate memory retrieval and explicit responding in accordance with the
goal. Specifically, the lateral PFC and ACC were two regions of particular interest due to their
established roles in response inhibition, goal maintenance, performance monitoring, and conflict
detection, all of which seem critical for successful concealment of memory. As such, differences
in PFC activity between participants feigning memory impairment and those performing
optimally were investigated here. Furthermore, the ACC was interrogated specifically when
conflict was expected to be the highest among simulators; namely, when these participants made
incorrect recognition responses.
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The current work is based on a previous study that we had conducted (Mahoney et al., in
prep). This strictly behavioral experiment employed the scene-face task described previously and
an instructional manipulation that encouraged half of the participants to feign memory
impairment. As a reminder, in this task participants first encode a series of scene-face pairs. In a
subsequent memory test, participants are cued with one of the studied scenes and are then shown
a display with three studied faces superimposed on top of the scene. In this version of the task,
participants were instructed to indicate whether the display contained the associate of the scene
(i.e. target-present trials) or not (i.e. target-absent trials), while either trying to perform optimally
(i.e. controls) or to feign memory impairment (i.e. simulators). Eye movements were recorded
throughout the experiment. Results from this investigation showed that simulator participants
were able to conceal memory in explicit responses with performance at chance. Furthermore,
they responded more slowly than controls, consistent with the idea that malingering requires
more cognitive effort. Despite differences in behavioral performance, early eye movement
patterns showed comparable disproportionate viewing of matching associates for both control
and simulator participants. Following this early eye-movement-based memory effect, viewing of
associates declined rapidly for simulators, suggesting a redirection of attention away from
learned materials consistent with instructions to simulate memory impairment. This decline was
greater when simulators made incorrect responses and may therefore represent increased
engagement of voluntary attentional control mechanisms (see Figure 1B). Finally, in a post-test
where memory was tested again but where all participants were now instructed to perform
optimally, simulators still showed poorer memory than controls. Exploratory post-hoc analyses
suggested that this difference might be a consequence of poor encoding by a subset of simulator
participants. Because it was important in the current experiment that materials were well-
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encoded by both groups of participants, task instructions were modified. Here, participants were
told prior to testing that they should attempt to commit the materials to memory regardless of
group assignment and test instructions because a post-test would be administered at the end of
the experiment and everyone would be required to do their best. In short, this was meant to
ensure that any effects of memory, attention, and cognitive control associated with simulated
memory impairment at test could be evaluated under conditions of comparable memory encoding
between groups.
The primary question that we aimed to investigate in the current experiment was whether
and how information retrieved from long-term memory is prioritized by attention, even when it
is counterproductive to the goal of memory concealment. The findings from Mahoney et al. (in
prep), which showed early eye movement based memory effects despite feigned memory
impairment, indicate that prioritization of retrieved information is likely to occur shortly after
test displays are presented. We expected to replicate this eye movement finding and to see that
these eye movement effects are predicted by hippocampal activity during the scene cue for both
the control and the simulator group. In addition, activity differences in the hippocampus during
presentation of the scene cue were expected to predict preferential viewing even when simulators
made incorrect recognition responses. These outcomes would reflect an extension of past work
using a similar task (Hannula et al., 2009). Again, this experiment showed early eye-movementbased memory effects that were predicted by hippocampal activity during a memory cue in
individuals performing the task optimally, even when they made errors, but in that case errors
were made in the context of standard recognition memory task instructions.
In addition, based on work that has demonstrated that the hippocampus is activated by
successful relational memory retrieval (Prince et al., 2005; Hannula et al., 2013), we expected to
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find that activity in the region during presentation of the three-face display would be sensitive to
memory success. Specifically, during the test phase, we expected to find greater hippocampal
activity for correct over incorrect trials for controls, but not for simulators, as their explicit
responding would not consistently represent what was retrieved from memory. For both groups,
hippocampal activation at test was hypothesized to predict recognition accuracy on the post-test,
where both groups were instructed to perform optimally.
While the above effects investigated hippocampal activity differences based on explicit
behavior and eye movements within the simulator and control groups individually, a final
hippocampal analysis aimed to see if differences in the region existed between groups. It might
be expected that hippocampal activity would be suppressed in data obtained from simulator
participants as they attempted to comply with the instruction of feigned memory impairment.
Studies of directed memory retrieval suppression have demonstrated reduced hippocampal
activation as compared to trials where retrieval is encouraged (Anderson et al., 2004; Depue,
Curran, & Banich, 2007; see Anderson & Levy, 2009 for review). Therefore, if simulator
participants engage in suppression, despite the absence of any specific instruction to do so, they
would be expected to exhibit lower hippocampal activation than controls when three-face
displays were in view and memory decisions were being made.
In previous work (Mahoney et al., in prep) redirection of attention away from known
materials was demonstrated as a decrease in proportion of viewing of the matching face as the
trial progressed, especially on trials where simulator participants incorrectly stated that the
matching face was not present. This led to differences in global viewing of the matching
associate across the entire trial between controls and simulator participants, and between the
correct and incorrect trials of simulators. A similar reduction in global viewing was expected in
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the current investigation. Attentional resources that are related to this redirection of attention
away from learned materials were investigated with whole-brain analyses conducted on targetpresent trials, in which simulators might redirect attention away from the associate. It was
expected that simulator participants would demonstrate greater recruitment of regions related the
voluntary deployment of top-down attention, such as has been found in previous work with the
IPS and SPL (Uncapher et al., 2015), and/or to involuntary reorientation, such as TPJ, compared
to controls once the test display was presented.
In addition to the memory and attention processes described above, the act of feigning
memory impairment was expected to require additional cognitive control as compared to
completing the memory test optimally. We expected to see greater activity in the lateral PFC for
our simulator group as compared to the control group once the three-face display is presented. At
this time, the simulator participants must maintain the goal of concealing their memory and
inhibit correct responses, processes that have been linked to lateral PFC in prior work
(D’Esposito, 2007; Paxton, Barch, Racine, & Braver, 2008; Chikazoe, Konishi, Asari, Jimura, &
Miyashita, 2007; Mostofsky et al., 2003). In addition to greater activity in the lateral PFC for the
simulator participants, we also expected to see greater activity in the ACC, especially when
simulators respond incorrectly. As described above, this region has been conceptualized as a
conflict-monitoring region (Botvinick et al., 2001). The simulator participants should be
experiencing conflict between their knowledge and their goal to respond counter to this
knowledge on incorrectly answered trials.
Finally, exploratory analyses examined whether or not any correlated activity patterns
among brain regions active in this task contributed to simulated memory impairment. This was
addressed using psychophysiological interaction (PPI) connectivity analyses. One possibility is
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that increased recruitment of the hippocampus, associated with successful memory retrieval
would result in increased cognitive control among simulators. To address this possibility
connectivity analyses were conducted with four hippocampal seeds (left and right, anterior and
posterior) to identify regions where coactivation with these seeds was greater during the threeface display for incorrect than correct trials among simulators. Next, with an aim to identify if
ACC activity, reflecting the degree of conflict experienced, led to the recruitment of other
prefrontal control regions, as has been suggested in previous work (Kerns et al., 2004), a
connectivity analysis with an ACC seed was conducted. Again, this analysis aimed to identify
regions where coactivation with the ACC seed was greater for incorrect than correct trials among
simulators. Finally if, as predicted, activity differences were reduced among simulators in the
hippocampus during presentation of the three-face display, then correlated activity patterns
between prefrontal and hippocampal regions would be investigated. Any evidence for lateral
PFC-hippocampal connectivity would be consistent with similar interactions observed in studies
of directed retrieval suppression (Anderson et al., 2004; Depue et al., 2007), and might be
expected to drive post-test performance down among simulators.

Method
Participants
Forty participants were recruited from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and the
general Milwaukee area. Four additional participants were scanned, but were removed from all
analyses due to insufficient eye movement data. One participant lacked data due to experimenter
error, while for the other three, reliable eye movement data could not be obtained. All
participants were over the age of 18, right-handed, native English speakers, had normal or
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corrected-to-normal vision, and were screened to ensure that they had no MR contraindications.
Participants were compensated monetarily or with course credit. Half of these participants were
randomly assigned to the simulator group, while the remainder was in the control group. Prescreening and practice procedures took place at the University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee; fMRI
scanning was conducted at the Medical College of Wisconsin Center for Imaging Research.
Approval for this investigation was granted by the Institutional Review Boards of both the
University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee and the Medical College of Wisconsin.
Materials
Materials for this investigation included 344 images of scenes (172 indoor and 172
outdoor) and 344 faces (172 male and 172 female) selected from a pre-existing stimulus set (cf.
Hannula et al., 2007). Scenes were sized to 800x600 pixels, while faces were sized to 280x280
pixels and were superimposed on a 300x300 pixel grey background. From the above set of
materials, 28 scenes and 28 faces were used in a practice phase and 100 scenes and 100 faces
were used as materials for a functional localizer task. The remaining 216 scenes and 216 faces
were used in the experiment proper.
Procedure and Design
Participants for this experiment completed two sessions. In the first session, informed
consent was obtained and participants were screened for exclusion criteria and MR
contraindications. Following this, task instructions were reviewed for the encoding and test
phases regardless of group assignment (see below for more detail) and participants completed a
short set of practice trials. During this session, it was determined whether reliable eye tracking
data could be obtained from the participant. If participants were deemed eligible to continue in
the experiment, a second session was scheduled for MRI scanning. Eight participants were
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screened but not scheduled for a second session; four had MR contraindications and another four
had unreliable eye movement acquisition.
During the second session, consent, safety issues, and general task instructions were
reviewed. Participants had either been assigned to the control group or the simulator group
during session 1, and instructions corresponding to group membership were provided at the
beginning of the second session. Both groups of participants were instructed to imagine that they
had been in a car accident at the fault of another driver that had resulted in a concussion.
Participants assigned to the control group were told that they needed to perform their best in
order to be cleared to return to work. Participants assigned to the simulator group were told to
attempt to conceal memories (i.e. feign memory impairment) in order to obtain a larger judicial
settlement. This instructional manipulation was similar to what has been used in prior work
(Mahoney et al., in prep; Suhr & Boyer, 1999) and can be found in full in Appendix A. Specific
strategies indicating how exactly to simulate memory impairment were not provided – for
example, participants were not told to respond incorrectly to a particular percentage of items nor
were they given any instruction about how to direct their gaze when test displays were presented.
They were, however, encouraged not to engage in behavior that would make their intentions
obvious (e.g. making an incorrect response on every single trial, not responding to trials). All
participants were also instructed that they would have to complete a post-test optimally without
an additional opportunity to study the materials. This instruction was included to encourage
comparable initial encoding between groups, as poorer encoding may have contributed to the
performances of a subset of simulator participants in previous work (Mahoney et al., in prep).
During fMRI scanning, participants completed 6 sets of interleaved encoding and test
blocks with new materials used in each block. Eye movements were recorded throughout. Prior
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to the first block, an eye tracking calibration procedure was conducted using a 9-point calibration
screen. Thirty-six scene-face pairs were presented in each encoding block and participants were
instructed to commit these pairs to memory. For each trial, a scene was presented for 500ms; a
face was then superimposed on top of the scene and the pair remained in view for 1 second. A
jittered inter-trial interval consisting of a blank grey screen was presented for 500, 2500, or
4500ms. Individual pairs were presented two times, each in a different random order prior to
administration of the corresponding test block.
Test blocks consisted of 12 trials and began with the presentation of one of the encoded
scenes for 1 second. Participants were instructed to use this scene as a cue to recall the associated
face. A jittered delay of 1000, 3000, or 5000ms followed, where participants were instructed to
maintain a picture of the matching face in mind. Then, three studied faces (matched for gender)
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were superimposed on top of the scene, and this three-face display remained in view for 4
seconds. Eight of the test displays included the face that had been paired with the scene during
encoding (i.e. target-present trials), while the remaining four did not (i.e. target-absent trials; see
Figure 2).
Participants were instructed to view the display and to indicate via button press whether
the associated face was present or absent. As described above, control participants had been
instructed to perform their best, while simulators were instructed to simulate memory
impairment. A jittered inter-trial interval of 6000ms, 8000ms, or 10,000ms followed each trial,
during which participants were instructed to respond to a series of numbers, each presented for
2000ms, as to whether they are less than or greater than five. This procedure represented an
active baseline meant to disrupt any residual memory effects or mind wandering between trials
that might be expected to involve MTL, prefrontal, or parietal lobe structures and make retrievalbased activity more difficult to detect (Stark & Squire, 2001; Stark & Okado, 2003). Examples of
study and test trials are illustrated in Figure 2. This encoding-test process was repeated 5 more
times with new materials each block. Collapsed across blocks, data were obtained from 72 test
trials (48 target-present trials and 24 target absent trials).
Following all 6 study-test block sequences, participants completed a functional localizer
task. This task consisted of 10 blocks of 10 faces alternated with 10 blocks of 10 scenes. Each
face and scene was presented for 1500ms separated by a 500ms blank screen. Participants were
asked to perform a 1-back task, and indicated for each stimulus whether or not it was an exact
match of the face (or scene) presented on the previous trial by making button press. Data from
the functional localizer are not reported here as they are not central to predicted activity
differences.
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A post-test was administered approximately 20 minutes after the functional localizer,
outside of the scanning environment. During the post-test, participants were presented with all 72
three-face displays (48 target-present, 24 target-absent) that had been seen in the experiment
proper, in a new random order. Event timing was contingent on participant’s button presses.
During the post-test, participants were told to identify the face that had been paired with the
scene cue during encoding, selecting a face and making a response even if they felt that the
associate was not present. Following their button press, the three-face display was removed from
view and the participants were instructed to make another button press indicating whether they
felt the associate was in the display or not (i.e. a present/absent judgment). By requiring a
selection of the associate along with the present/absent judgment, we were able to identify sceneface pairs that were successfully learned, using a strict criterion of both correct selection of the
associate and appropriate identification of the trial as target-present. Critically, and in contrast to
what was described above, all of the participants, irrespective of group assignment, were
instructed to perform optimally on the post-test (i.e. simulators were no longer encouraged to
conceal memories). Post-test administration allowed us to evaluate whether encoding of
materials was comparable between groups and permitted evaluation of neural activity that was
associated with successful memory outcomes for both groups.
Finally, following completion of the post-test, all of the participants were asked to fill out
a questionnaire, which assessed their understanding of the group assignment instructions, along
with their effort, confidence, and motivation to comply with those instructions. Compliance
ratings were made using a scale from 0 ("no effort/motivation/confidence") to 5 ("great
effort/motivation/confidence"). Participants assigned to the simulator group were then also asked
to report any strategies they had used to accomplish the task, selecting from several provided
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strategies as well as having the opportunity to write in strategies not listed. Following completion
of the post-test questionnaire, all participants were compensated and fully debriefed.
Counterbalancing
For counterbalancing purposes, individual scenes were randomly assigned to one of 9
lists (18 scenes per list), each with equal numbers of indoor and outdoor exemplars. Faces were
also randomly assigned to one of 9 lists (18 faces per list), each with an equal number of male
and female exemplars. Across participants, lists of faces and scenes rotated over experimental
blocks and conditions, and respective lists of faces and scenes were paired equally often.
Individual participants within a group were yoked so that each three-face display was
seen by three participants. Differences in encoding history meant that the same display was
target-present (i.e. contained the studied associate) for two participants and target-absent (i.e. did
not contain the studied associate) for another. Use of this yoking procedure means that the same
face, presented in the context of the same test display, served as the critical face for purposes of
viewing time analyses for both target-present and target-absent trials. Participants were also
yoked across groups so that corresponding controls and simulators experienced the exact same
encoding and test events. Finally, counterbalancing also ensured that across test trials, the critical
face appeared equally often in all three spatial locations for each experimental condition (i.e.
target-present, target-absent).
Image Acquisition and Preprocessing
Functional MRI data were collected using a GE Healthcare Discovery MR750 3T MRI
scanner at the Medical College of Wisconsin Center for Imaging Research. Stimuli were
presented onto a screen from a rear projector and viewed by the participant through a mirror
attached to the 32-channel head coil. Whole brain functional images were collected using a
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gradient echoplanar imaging (EPI) pulse sequence (TR: 2s; TE: 25ms, FOV: 22cm; 64 x 64
matrix). Each volume consisted of 36 axial slices with a slice thickness of 3.4mm, resulting in a
voxel size of 3.44 x 3.44 x 3.4mm. In addition to the EPI scans, a high-resolution T1-weighted
spoiled gradient recalled (SPGR) anatomical image (TR: 8.1s; TE: 3.2ms; FOV: 25.6cm; 256 x
256 matrix) was collected from each participant consisting of 208 axial slices with a slice
thickness of 1.2mm, resulting in a voxel size of 1.00 x 1.00 x 1.20mm.
Preprocessing of MRI data was performed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8)
software including slice-time correction, realignment, normalization, and spatial smoothing. The
T1-weighted anatomical image was segmented into grey matter, white matter, CSF, and nonbrain tissue and then coregistered to a template in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space.
Functional EPI data was slice-time corrected using sinc interpolation, to account for differences
in time of acquisition of different slices, and realigned to correct for motion using a sixparameter, rigid body transformation. EPI data were realigned to MNI space, resliced into 3mm
isotropic voxels, and smoothed using a 6mm full-width at half-maximum Gaussian filter. The
Artifact Detection Tools (ART; http://www.nitrc.org/projects/artifact_detect) SPM-based
toolbox was used to identify time points that exhibited greater than 1mm or .1 radians of
translational or rotational scan-to scan movement, respectively, or greater than a 2% global mean
signal change (e.g., Wang, Ritchey, Libby, & Ranganath, 2016); as indicated below, each of
these time points was entered as a covariate of no interest in the general linear model. No
participants exhibited excess motion (>3mm) during the functional runs.
Data Analysis
Explicit response accuracy and response times. Participants made their explicit
recognition responses using a button box. From these responses, each target-present trial was
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classified as a hit if the participant indicated that the associate was present and a miss if they
stated that it was not present. Each target-absent trial was classified as a correct rejection if the
participant correctly indicated that the associate was not present and a false alarm if they stated
that it was present. The percentage of hits, misses, correct rejections, and false alarms was used
to compute d’ and corrected recognition (Hits + Correct Rejections/2) scores for each participant.
Similar indices of accuracy were computed for the post-test data. In addition, a strict measure of
accuracy was computed for target-present trials from post-test data. In this case, a trial was
designated correct if participants correctly identified the associate and then went on to indicate
that the display was “target-present”. All other combinations of trials were coded as incorrect.
In addition to gathering information about the accuracy of the participants’ button
presses, we also collected response time data. For each participant, average response times for
target-present and target-absent trials were calculated separately for correct and incorrect
responses. Response times were investigated separately based on accuracy of response because
incorrect responses are typically made more slowly than correct responses.
Eye movement behavior. Eye position was monitored during fMRI scanning at a rate of
120 Hz using an MRI-compatible Applied Science Laboratories (ASL) long-range optics eye
tracker. Eye-tracking analyses focused on eye movements that occurred during the 4 seconds that
the three-face display was presented. Fixations made during this period were assigned to
particular regions of interest (ROIs) within each three-face display (i.e. left face, right face,
bottom face, background scene) and the proportion of total viewing time allocated to each ROI
was calculated. Trials for which eye position was lost or unreliable (i.e. total viewing time less
than 55% of the 4000ms trial) were dropped from all of the eye-movement-based contrasts
reported below, as has been done in previous work using this task (Hannula & Ranganath, 2009).
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On average, approximately 9 trials were removed per participant and there was no significant
difference between the number of trials dropped for simulators [M=9.5, SD=9.5] and controls
[M=7.8, SD=8.9; t(38)=.60, p=.55].
Eye movement analyses were based on viewing time directed to two faces of interest: 1)
associates of scene cues from target-present trials (referred to subsequently as targets), and 2)
matched comparison faces from target-absent trials. As indicated above, matched comparison
faces served as targets for other participants in the counterbalanced design. Because matched
comparison faces were not associates of corresponding scene cues, and cannot be differentiated
from other encoded faces in the three-face test display as a function of past associative
experience, viewing time directed to these faces was expected to be well-matched whether
present/absent memory responses were correct or not. Analyses confirmed that there was no
difference in viewing directed to comparison faces in target-absent displays that were correctly
or incorrectly identified for simulators, with one simulator excluded from the analysis due to
insufficient incorrect trials [t(18)=1.25, p=.23]. The same analysis was performed on the 11
control participants that had sufficient incorrect target-absent trials, and again no differences in
viewing were found [t(10)=.40, p=.70]. Therefore, across all eye-tracking analyses correct and
incorrect target-absent trials were collapsed. Consistent with previous work (e.g., Mahoney et al.,
in prep; Hannula et al., 2007), effects of memory on eye movement data were evaluated using: 1)
global (or collapsed) indices of viewing time, and 2) time-course analyses.
Global/collapsed viewing analyses. The proportion of total viewing time directed to faces
of interest (i.e. targets from target-present displays and matched comparison faces from targetabsent displays) was calculated for every trial collapsed across the entire 4 second three-face
display presentation period. Comparisons were then performed to determine whether or not there
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were differences in the proportion of total viewing time directed to faces that had been paired
with corresponding scene cues (i.e. targets) versus matched comparison faces that were not
studied associates of the scene cues. An additional analysis was performed in order to determine
whether the expected relative reduction in memory-based viewing by simulators was eliminated
when error trials were removed.
Time-course analyses. Time-course analyses permit evaluation of viewing as it unfolds
over the course of the test trial. For this purpose, data from individual trials were subdivided into
consecutive 250ms time bins starting with three-face display onset (i.e. 0-250ms, 250-500ms …
3750-4000ms) and the proportion of viewing time directed to targets and comparison faces was
calculated for each bin. Analyses were conducted across all sixteen time bins as well as within
individual time bins to establish how early disproportionate viewing occurs. Difference scores
were also used to index the magnitude of memory-based viewing (i.e. viewing directed to targets
minus comparison faces) and contrasts were performed to determine whether early effects are
well matched between groups.
Finally, a set of analyses was performed on simulator data only to identify whether
memory-based viewing effects differ whether explicit recognition responses were correct or not.
Similar to the analyses above, analyses were conducted across the sixteen times bins, within
early time bins to establish when disproportionate viewing emerges, and using difference scores
to assess the magnitude of the memory-based viewing. Here the analyses included a factor of
accuracy or were conducted separately for correct and incorrect target-present trials.
Neuroimaging analyses. Event-related BOLD responses for each component of the test
trials (i.e. scene cue, three-face display) were deconvolved using linear regression (Zarahn,
Aguirre, & D’Esposito, 1997). These vectors of neural activity were then convolved with
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canonical hemodynamic response functions (HRF) to create covariates of interest. Specific
covariates of interest for particular trial components (scene cue and three-face display) were
created based on behavioral and eye movement behavior as dictated by the objective of a
particular contrast. Additional covariates of no interest modeled suspect time points as identified
by ART, effectively removing these time points from the sequence, motion, scan-specific
baseline shifts, and trials with insufficient eye-tracking data or no behavioral responses.
Regression analyses were then performed on single-subject data using the general linear model
with a high-pass filter of (1/128) Hz applied to eliminate low-frequency noise. These analyses
resulted in a set of parameter estimates for each participant, for which the magnitude can be
interpreted as an estimate of the BOLD response amplitude associated with a particular trial
element. After single-subject analyses were completed, two types of group-level analyses were
conducted. When anatomically-specific predictions had been made, parameter estimates were
extracted from targeted regions of interest (ROIs) for trial components and conditions of interest
for each subject using MarsBaR (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/). These parameters were then
evaluated using repeated measures ANOVAs and/or t-tests as dictated by the objective of each
analysis. Exploratory, whole-brain analyses were corrected for multiple comparisons using nonparametric permutation testing implemented in FSL’s Randomise function
(http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). For each contrast, the null distribution of the maximum cluster
mass was obtained by randomly flipping the sign of individual statistical maps 5000 times and
thresholded with a voxel-wise threshold of p<.005. Clusters were identified using these
distributions that were significant at a family-wise error rate of p<.05.
In order to investigate interactions between memory, attention, and cognitive control
regions, three psychophysiological interaction (PPI) functional connectivity analyses were
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planned. SPM’s PPI toolbox was used for this purpose. To start, for each participant, the time
series of BOLD signal was extracted and deconvolved for a particular contrast from a seed
region. An interaction term was then created by combining the deconvolved activity from the
seed region and the experimental vector. This interaction term was convolved with a canonical
HRF and entered as a regressor into a new first-level model, along with regressors for the seed
activity and experimental contrast individually to account for main effects. Regions where this
psychophysiological interaction regressor predicted activity were identified and corrections for
multiple comparisons were conducted as above using FSL’s Randomise function.
ROI definition. For each participant, four hippocampal ROIs were manually traced on
their high-resolution anatomical image (left and right, anterior and posterior hippocampus).
Anterior and posterior subdivisions of the hippocampus were identified according to previously
published guidelines (Insausti et al., 1998; Franko, Insausti, Artacho-Perula, Insausti, & Chavoix,
2014). Specifically, the hippocampus was traced on each slice in the coronal plane. The most
posterior slice of the anterior hippocampus was the last slice in which the gyrus intralimbicus
was visible; the posterior hippocampus began on the very next slice. These four ROIs were then
coregistered along with the high-resolution structural image to a participant’s mean functional
image and resliced (for a representative example, see Figure 6F). For hippocampal ROI analyses,
functional images were slice-time corrected and realigned to account for motion. All parameters
were therefore extracted from native-space, unsmoothed data. In addition, an ACC ROI was
created for use in an ROI analysis from the Cingulate Cortex Anterior Division structure in the
Harvard-Oxford probabilistic atlas, using a threshold of 25 percent (see Figure 7A), as has been
done in previous work (Merkl et al., 2013).
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Scene cue analysis. It was predicted that early disproportionate viewing of matching
associates would be predicted by hippocampal activity during the scene cue, as has been
demonstrated in previous work (Hannula & Ranganath, 2009). This effect was predicted for both
groups, as well as specifically for trials in which simulator participants responded incorrectly.
For this analysis, the proportion of time spent viewing the target face in the first 1000ms was
calculated for each target-present trial. This time period was chosen based on prior work that
demonstrates this is when early eye movements are comparable between controls and simulators
(Mahoney et al., in prep). Trials were then divided for each subject into “high” and “low”
viewing trials using a median split. Parameter estimates were extracted from the hippocampal
ROIs for the scene cue for high and low viewing trials separately and then compared with
repeated-measures ANOVAs for each group. This analysis was repeated for simulators using
only incorrect target-present trials in order to investigate whether hippocampal activity predicted
early disproportionate viewing despite successful concealment of memory. Efforts were made, in
this experiment, to ensure that encoding was successful (e.g., two encoding exposures to each
pair). This was done to ensure that participants assigned to the simulator group could simulate
impairment despite having good memory for the pairs. As such, several participants assigned to
the control group made few errors on test phase present/absent judgments and evaluation of
viewing effects associated with incorrect trials in this group was not a priority, or a possibility.
Three-face display analyses. In addition to examining how hippocampal activity during
the scene cue relates to later eye movement effects, several analyses examined differences in
hippocampal activity once the three-face display was presented. The first analysis was conducted
to investigate whether hippocampal activity at this time was related to accuracy in present/absent
judgments during the test phase. For controls, test accuracy reflects memory encoding and
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retrieval success, and thus it was expected that hippocampal activity would be greater for correct
compared to incorrect trials. On the other hand, the explicit responding of simulators does not
reflect memory success, and therefore this difference was not expected. To conduct this analysis,
parameters were extracted from the hippocampal ROIs during the three-face display for correct
and incorrect trials separately and were subjected to repeated measures ANOVAs for each group.
Accuracy on the post-test should reflect encoding success for both groups, as all
participants were instructed to perform optimally. Therefore, similar analyses as above were
performed to examine how activity during the three-face display at test predicted accuracy on the
post-test. It was predicted that hippocampal activity would be greater for trials that were
subsequently answered correctly for both groups. To conduct this analysis, parameter estimates
were extracted from the hippocampal ROIs during the three-face display for trials that were
subsequently responded to correctly and incorrectly on the post-test separately and were
subjected to repeated measures ANOVAs for each group.
A final hippocampal ROI analysis was conducted to investigate group differences in
activity in the region during the three-face display, regardless of explicit or eye movement
behavior. It was expected that, due to attempts to feign memory impairment, hippocampal
activity might be suppressed during the three-face display in simulators compared to controls.
Here, parameter estimates were extracted from the three-face displays of all trials and subjected
to a mixed model ANOVA.
The ACC was also specifically targeted due to a priori hypotheses of its involvement in
feigned memory impairment based in its demonstrated role in conflict monitoring. Here
differences in ACC activity were examined during the three-face display for correct compared to
incorrect trials. For simulators, responding incorrectly was expected to generate more conflict
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than responding correctly and so greater ACC activity was expected for these incorrect trials.
This difference was not expected for control participants, who should not experience the same
conflict when answering incorrectly. Parameter estimates were extracted from the ACC ROI
described above for correct and incorrect trials for each subject and then compared in paired ttests for each group.
Exploratory whole-brain analyses were performed to identify brain regions that were
more active for simulators than for controls. In the first analysis, activation was examined during
the three-face display of all trials. Simulator participants were expected to be engaging cognitive
control processes, such as performance monitoring and response inhibition, during the three-face
display on both target-present and target-absent trials. Therefore, it was predicted that there
would be greater lateral PFC activation for simulators over controls in this analysis.
The next whole-brain analysis examined activation of brain regions during the three-face
display, limited to target-present trials. In these trials, where the matching associate appeared in
the display, it was expected that simulators might engage in greater redirection of attention away
from the associate than controls. Therefore, it was expected that there would be greater activation
for simulators than controls in regions implicated in top-down, voluntary deployment of
attention, such as the IPS and SPL, as has been seen in previous work on deceptive responding
(Uncapher et al., 2015) and in reorientation regions such as the TPJ.
Connectivity analyses. Two PPI connectivity analyses were conducted to test for
relationships between memory, attention, and cognitive control regions during this task. In the
first, which was conducted only with simulator participants, four hippocampal seeds were used.
The time series was extracted from each of the four anatomically defined seeds as described
above (left and right, anterior and posterior hippocampus) this time manually drawn on the MNI
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single-subject template brain. For this analysis the contrast used was incorrect trials greater than
correct trials during the three-face display, based on results from the univariate contrasts. It was
expected that correlated activity differences would be observed between the hippocampus and
cognitive control regions for incorrect compared to correct trials, as simulators might require
recruitment of these processes to make incorrect responses in the face of strong memory
retrieval.
In the next analysis, again performed within the simulator group, the ACC was used as a
seed region. Again, the anatomically defined ACC ROI was used and the time series was
extracted from the incorrect greater than correct trials contrast, based on findings from the
univariate analysis. Here it was expected that greater connectivity between the ACC and other
prefrontal cognitive control regions would be found for incorrect trials based on previous work
demonstrating that ACC activity differences are correlated with these regions when
representation of a goal needs to be reestablished in working memory (Kerns et al., 2004).
As results did not show evidence of hippocampal suppression among simulator
participants, and there was no evidence for suppression-related impairment in post-test
performance, the final proposed connectivity analysis with a prefrontal seed was not conducted.
Results
Recognition Accuracy
Test phase: Controls outperform simulators in accordance with instructional
manipulation. During the test phase, between-groups comparisons of corrected recognition (i.e.
Hits + Correct Recognitions/2) and d' scores confirmed that controls outperformed simulators
[see Figure 3A; t's(38)≥6.03, p's<.001, Cohen's d≥1.96]. Furthermore, while control group
performance was reliably greater than chance on both measures [t’s(19)≥7.07, p’s≤.001], the
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same could not be said for simulators [t’s(19)≤ .20, p’s≥.84]. Collectively, these outcomes
indicate that simulators complied with the instructional manipulation and successfully concealed
memories in their behavioral responses.

Post-test phase: Comparable performance between controls and simulators.
Participants assigned to both groups were instructed to perform optimally on the post-test. In line
with these instructions, there were no significant differences between control and simulator
performance on the post-test. This was true when statistics were performed using corrected
recognition scores [see Figure 3B; t(38)=1.53, p=.13, Cohen’s d=.50], d’ scores [t(38)=1.82,
p=.08, Cohen’s d=.62], or accuracy in identifying the associate on target-present trials [see
Figure 3B; t(38)=.88, p=.38, Cohen’s d=.28]. In addition, a strict, collapsed measure of post-test
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performance defined previously was calculated for target-present trials and again with this
measure of accuracy, no significant differences were seen in post-test accuracy between controls
and simulators [t(38)=1.23, p=.28, Cohen’s d=.40]. These results indicate that encoding of the
scene-face pairs was comparable across groups, and that the act of feigning memory difficulties
did not impair later memory retrieval for simulators.
Responses made on the post-test questionnaire confirmed that participants understood
task instructions and had attempted to do their best to comply with what they had been told to do.
While between group differences were found for self-reported effort [controls: M=4.8, SD=.52;
simulators: M=4.3, SD=.66; t(38)=2.66, p=.01, Cohen’s d=.85] and motivation [controls:
M=4.75, SD=.55; simulators: M=4.3, SD=.80; t(38)=2.07, p=.05, Cohen’s d=.67], ratings were
fairly high for both groups and comparable to what has been seen in previous work (Mahoney et
al., in prep). Furthermore, there was no difference in self-reported confidence that they had
accomplished the instructed objective across groups [controls: M=3.65, SD= .81; simulators:
M=3.3, SD=.73; t(38)=1.43, p=.16]. The most commonly reported strategies among simulators
were “answering most/all items incorrectly” (n=10), “responding randomly” (n=9), “taking
longer than necessary to make responses” (n=7), and “attempting to get a certain percentage
correct” (n=7). See Table 1 for full information on the variety of combinations of strategies
endorsed by simulator participants.
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Table 1
Strategies Endorsed by Simulators on Post-Test Questionnaire
Answered Answered
All/Most
in a
Answered Looked Blurred
Did Not
Took
ID Incorrectly Pattern Randomly Away
Vision Percentage Respond Longer
101
x
x
x
x
302
x
x
x
x
103
x
304
x
105
x
x
x
106
x
x
107
x
x
108
x
x
109
x
x
110
x
x
111
x
x
x
112
x
x
x
113
x
114
x
115
x
x
x
116
x
317
x
x
118
x
x
119
x
x
x
x
x
120
x
x
x
x
Total
10
6
9
4
0
7
5
7

Response Times
To evaluate the response times for the test phase, a mixed model ANOVA with the
factors Group (control, simulator), Trial Type (target-present, target-absent), and Accuracy
(correct, incorrect) was conducted. Two control participants were excluded due to no incorrect
trials for one of the trial types. Results showed faster responses for target-present than targetabsent trials [F(1,36)=3.96, p=.05, η2=.10], faster responses for correct over incorrect responses
[F(1,36)=21.29, p<.001, η2=.37], but no significant difference in response time across groups
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[F(1,36)=.02, p=.91, η2<.001]. However, there was a significant three-way interaction between
trial type, accuracy, and group [F(1,36)=14.39, p=.001, η2=.29].
In order to investigate the three-way interaction, mixed model ANOVAs were conducted
for target-present and target-absent trials separately with the factors Group (control, simulator)
and Accuracy (correct, incorrect) – see Figure 4. For target-absent trials, there were no effects of
accuracy or group, and no significant interaction [F(1,36)<2.08, p’s<.16, η2’s<.06]. In contrast,
for target-present trials, while there was no significant difference in response times for controls
and simulators [F(1,36)=.12, p=.73, η2=.003], correct responses were faster than incorrect
responses [F(1,36)=32.60, p<.001, η2=.48], and there was a significant interaction between
accuracy and group [F(1,36)=46.36, p<.001, η2=.56]. Bonferroni-corrected follow-up tests
demonstrated that for correctly-identified target-present trials controls made faster responses than
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simulators [t(38)=2.95, p=.01, Cohen’s d=.95], while when responses were incorrect, simulators
made significantly faster responses than controls [t(38)=3.33, p=.008, Cohen’s d=1.08]. This
pattern of between-groups differences is explained by controls demonstrating the standard
accuracy effect [i.e. faster responses for correct than incorrect trials; t(17)=8.64, p<.001, Cohen’s
d=2.08], while there was no significant difference in response times for correct and incorrect
trials among simulators [t(19)=.80, p=.44, Cohen’s d=.19].
Eye Movement Behavior
Global viewing: Eye-movement-based memory effects are reduced but not absent,
among simulators. The first viewing analysis was conducted on the proportion of viewing
directed to critical faces collapsed across the full four seconds that the three-face display was
presented. Results from a mixed model ANOVA with the factors Face Type (targets, comparison
faces) and Group (control, simulator) demonstrated a marginal interaction between face type and
group [see Figure 5A; F(1,38)=3.81, p=.058, η2=.09]. Bonferroni corrected t-tests confirmed that
simulators spent reliably less time than controls looking at targets (i.e. the studied associates of
scene cues) [t(38)=2.46, p=.02, Cohen’s d=.83], but as expected in the absence of a matching
associate, there was no between-group differences in proportion of total viewing time directed to
comparison faces in target-absent displays [t(38)=.68, p=.50, Cohen’s d=.21]. Despite this
reduction in target viewing by simulator participants, both groups spent significantly more time
viewing targets than comparison faces [controls: t(19)=6.50, p<.001, Cohen’s d=1.58;
simulators: t(19)=8.52, p<.001, Cohen’s d=1.95], indicating that memory for studied
relationships influenced eye movement behavior for both groups.
To determine whether the relative reduction in memory-based viewing would be
eliminated when error trials were removed from analyses, follow-up comparisons were
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performed selectively for correct target-present trials. In this analysis, the face type by group
interaction remained statistically significant [F(1,38)=10.26, p=.003, η2=.21]. As above, eyemovement-based prioritization of targets was reduced among simulators relative to control group
participants [t(38)=3.75, Bonferroni corrected p=.001, Cohen’s d=1.24], but effects of memory
on eye movement behavior remained statistically significant regardless of group assignment
[controls: t(19)=7.11, p<.001, Cohen’s d = 1.75; simulators: t(19)=6.04, p<.001, Cohen’s d
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=1.42]. In short, despite behavioral performance that was no different from chance for
simulators, associates of studied scene cues were still subject to attentional prioritization in this
group, although the effect was reduced compared to controls.
Time-course analyses: Instructions to conceal memory do not disrupt early eyemovement-based prioritization of targets. The remainder of viewing results employed timecourse analyses to investigate how viewing unfolded across the trial. A mixed model ANOVA
with the factors Group (control, simulator), Face Type (targets, comparison faces), and Time Bin
(0-250, 250-500 … 3750-4000ms) was calculated using proportion of viewing time as the
dependent measure. Most important for our purposes, there was a significant 3-way interaction
of these factors [see Figure 5B; F(6.65, 252.86)=2.19, p=.04, η2=.06, G-Gɛ=.44]. There were also
significant main effects of group, face type, and time bin [F’s≥4.68, p’s<.006, η2≥.11], which
indicate that, overall, controls viewed critical faces more than simulators, targets were viewed
more than comparison faces, and viewing changes across the time bins that made up the four
seconds of the trial. In an effort to unpack the 3-way interaction, Bonferroni corrected
comparisons, limited to the first four time bins following display onset, were performed
separately for each group to determine when in time preferential viewing of targets (relative to
matched comparison faces) was significant. These comparisons indicated that both groups
looked disproportionately at targets by 500-750ms of three-face display onset [controls:
t(19)=5.21, p<.001, Cohen’s d=1.17; simulators: t(19)=6.19, p<.001, Cohen’s d=1.44].
Next, difference scores were calculated and used to index the magnitude of memorybased viewing (i.e. viewing directed to targets minus comparison faces) and contrasts were
performed to determine whether early effects were well-matched between groups, and whether
and when between-groups differences in eye movement-based relational memory effects
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emerged. These analyses indicated that the magnitude of memory-based viewing was wellmatched between groups within 0-250, 250-500, 500-750, 750-1000, and 1000-1250ms of
display onset [t’s(38)≤2.29, Bonferroni corrected p’s≥.16, Cohen’s d≤.73]. Magnitude
differences between groups were evident in the next time bin [i.e. 1250-1500ms; t(38)=3.66,
Bonferroni corrected p=.004, Cohen’s d=1.16]. At this point, the magnitude of memory-based
viewing was reduced among simulators, an outcome that is consistent with instructions to
simulate memory impairment (see Figure 5B). These results indicate that early memory-based
viewing effects were significant in simulator data and were equally robust among simulators and
controls shortly after three-face display onset, but declined subsequently as might be expected
given the instructional manipulation.
Time-course analyses: Early target viewing is well-matched in simulator data
whether explicit recognition responses are correct or incorrect. Time-course contrasts were
also performed on simulator data to address whether memory-based viewing effects were wellmatched shortly after display onset whether explicit recognition responses were correct or not. A
repeated measures ANOVA with the factors Face Type (target-hit, target-miss, comparison
faces) and Time Bin (0-250, 250-500 ... 3750-4000ms) was calculated. Results indicated that
there were viewing time differences as a function of face type [F(2,38)=27.17, p<.001, η2=.59,
G-Gɛ=.98], that there was a significant change in patterns of viewing with time
[F(4.93,93.60)=3.22, p=.01, η2=.15, G-Gɛ=.33], and that there was a significant interaction
between face type and time bin [F(9.05, 172.00)=2.43, p=.01, η2=.11, G-Gɛ=.30]. Comparisons
were performed to determine when memory-based viewing effects emerged, and to determine
whether and when the magnitude of memory-based viewing was well-matched or distinct as a
function of recognition accuracy. Results indicated that eye-movement-based relational memory
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effects were evident for both correct and incorrect trials by 500-750ms of display onset [correct:
t(19)=4.47, Bonferroni corrected p<.001, Cohen’s d=1.12; incorrect: t(19)=5.30, Bonferroni
corrected p<.001, Cohen’s d=1.29]. The magnitude of these memory-based viewing effects
(calculated separately for correct and incorrect trials) was well-matched across the entire 4s test
trial [see Figure 5C; t’s(19)<1.69, p’s>.11, Cohen’s d’s<.38]. Considered together, these
outcomes indicate that eye movements were sensitive to memory for studied relationships early
in viewing whether simulators made correct recognition responses or not.
Neuroimaging Analyses
Hippocampal activity during scene cue predicts early high viewing of matching
associates for simulators, but not controls. In the first ROI analysis, the relationship between
hippocampal activity during the scene cue and early viewing of the associate was investigated.
As no main effects or interactions with viewing were found relating to hemispheric differences
[F(1,19)<2.41, p’s>.14, η2<.11], analyses were collapsed across left and right ROIs. Thus, for
this analysis, parameter estimates for scene
cue activity were extracted from anterior and posterior hippocampal ROIs separately for trials in
which targets received “high” and “low” viewing, as defined by a median split of trials based on
the proportion of viewing directed towards the target in the first 1000ms. These estimates from
each group were subject to a repeated measures ANOVA with factors Viewing (high, low) and
ROI (anterior, posterior). For controls, there were no significant differences in hippocampal
activity between high and low viewing trials [see Figure 6A; F(1,19)=.15, p=.70, η2=.01],
between anterior and posterior hippocampal ROIs [F(1,19)=.87, p=.36, η2=.04], and no
significant interaction between viewing and ROI [F(1,19)=1.47, p=.24, η2=.07]. In contrast, for
simulators hippocampal activity during the scene cue was significantly greater on trials where
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high compared to low viewing of targets subsequently occurred [F(1,19)=6.85, p=.02, η2=.27].
Hippocampal activity was also greater in the anterior ROI than the posterior ROI [F(1,19)=5.80,
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p=.03, η2=.23], but there was no significant interaction between viewing and ROI [F(1,19)=.19,
p=.67, η2=.01].
The next analysis aimed to determine whether this prediction of viewing by scene cue
hippocampal activity was present when simulators concealed their memory by making incorrect
responses. Again, no hemispheric effects or interactions were found [F(1,19)<1.81, p’s>.19,
η2<.09] so parameters were extracted from left and right ROIs combined. Here, parameter
estimates for scene cue activity were extracted from anterior and posterior ROIs for trials in
which simulators answered incorrectly, divided into high and low viewing trials with a median
split based on the first 1000ms, and were subjected to a repeated measures ANOVA with factors
Viewing (high, low) and ROI (anterior, posterior). As seen above, hippocampal activity was
greater for trials in which targets received high compared to low viewing [see Figure 6B;
F(1,19)=8.33, p=.009, η2=.31]. There were no significant differences in activity between anterior
and posterior hippocampus [F(1,19)=.81, p=.38, η2=.04], and no significant interaction between
viewing and ROI [F(1,19)=2.26, p=.15, η2=.11]. Together, these analyses have shown that
hippocampal activity during the scene cue predicts early disproportionate viewing of targets for
simulator subjects, even when they successfully conceal their memory through their button press
responses.
Hippocampal activity during three-face display is greater for correct compared to
incorrect trials for controls, while the opposite pattern exists for simulators. In the next
analysis, how hippocampal activity during the three-face display differentiated between correct
and incorrect trials was investigated. One control participant who had perfect accuracy could not
be included in this analysis. As above, no hemispheric effects or interactions with accuracy were
found [F(1,18)<1.57, p’s>.23, η2<.08] and left and right ROIs were combined. Parameter
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estimates for each group from anterior and posterior hippocampal ROIs were entered into
repeated measures ANOVAs with factors of Accuracy (correct, incorrect) and ROI (anterior,
posterior). For controls, posterior hippocampal activity was reliably greater than anterior [see
Figure 6C; F(1,18)=18.03, p<.001, η2=.50], but there was not a significant main effect of
accuracy [F(1,18)=2.00, p=.17, η2= .10]. However, there was a significant interaction between
accuracy and ROI [F(1,18)=9.41, p=.007, η2=.34]. Bonferroni-corrected follow-up t-tests
indicated marginally greater activity for correct compared to incorrect trials in the anterior
hippocampus [t(18)=2.29, p=.07, Cohen’s d=.57], but no activity differences based on accuracy
in the posterior hippocampus [t(18)=.16, p=.88, Cohen’s d=.04]. In the ANOVA conducted on
simulator data, posterior hippocampal activity was also reliably greater than anterior
[F(1,19)=10.61, p<.001, η2=.56] and incorrect trials elicited significantly greater hippocampal
activity than correct trials [F(1,19)=8.83, p=.008, η2=.32]. There was no significant interaction
between accuracy and ROI [F(1,19)=.004, p=.95, η2<.001]. The results presented here indicate
both groups show hippocampal accuracy effects but while controls showed greater hippocampal
activity, limited to the anterior hippocampus, for correct over incorrect trials, simulators
displayed the opposite pattern, with greater activity for incorrect over correct trials.
Hippocampal activity during three-face display at test predicts post-test accuracy
for controls, but not simulators. While the above analysis demonstrates differences in
hippocampal activity as a function of test accuracy for the two groups, the next analysis
examined whether hippocampal during the three-face display predicted accuracy on the post-test,
where all participants were instructed to perform optimally and recognition memory performance
was matched across groups. Post-test accuracy was determined by the strict criteria defined
previously for target-present trials and present/absent judgments for target-absent trials. No
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hemispheric effects or interactions with post-test accuracy were found [F(1,19)<1.30, p’s>.27,
η2<.06], so left and right ROIs were combined. Parameter estimates from the three-face display
during the test phase for each group from anterior and posterior hippocampal ROIs were entered
into repeated measures ANOVAs with factors of Post-Test Accuracy (correct, incorrect) and
ROI (anterior, posterior). For controls, most importantly there was a significant interaction
between post-test accuracy and ROI [see Figure 6D; F(1,19)=17.22, p=.001, η2=.48]. There
were also significant main effects of ROI with greater posterior compared to anterior
hippocampal activity [F(1,19)=18.64, p<.001, η2=.50] and of post-test accuracy with greater
activity during test on trials that were subsequently answered correctly [F(1,19)=5.00, p=.04, η2=
.21]. To address the interaction, Bonferroni-corrected follow-up t-tests indicated significantly
greater test phase activity for trials that were subsequently answered correctly on the post-test
(vs. those that were not) in the anterior hippocampus [t(19)=3.56, p=.004, Cohen’s d=.80], but no
activity differences based on accuracy in the posterior hippocampus [t(19)=.15, p=.89, Cohen’s
d=.03]. For simulators, posterior hippocampal activity was also reliably greater than anterior
[F(1,19)=10.22, p<.001, η2=.53], but there was no significant difference between activity during
test for correct and incorrect post-test trials [F(1,19)=.86, p=.37, η2=.04] and there was no
significant interaction between accuracy and ROI [F(1,19)=.10, p=.75, η2=.005]. For controls,
the pattern here matches what was seen in the previous analysis during the test phase – anterior
hippocampal activity during presentation of the three-face display was greater when memory was
more accurate. This pattern was not observed for simulator participants.
Simulators display greater hippocampal activity than controls during three-face
display. The final hippocampal ROI analysis aimed to identify whether any between-group
differences existed in hippocampal activity during the three-face display, perhaps reflecting
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suppression of retrieval among simulators. As before, no hemispheric effects or interactions with
group were found [F(1,38)<1.70, p’s>.20, η2<.04] so left and right ROIs were combined.
Parameter estimates were extracted from all trials, regardless of accuracy or viewing patterns,
from anterior and posterior ROIs. The estimates were entered into a mixed model ANOVA with
factors Group (control, simulator) and ROI (anterior, posterior). In this analysis, simulators
showed greater hippocampal activity compared to controls [see Figure 6E; F(1,38)=6.18, p=.02,

A)

B)
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η2=.14]. In addition, posterior hippocampus was more active than anterior hippocampus
[F(1,38)=41.29, p<.001, η2=.52] and there was no significant interaction between group and ROI
[F(1,38)=.42, p=.52, η2=.01].
Simulators show greater ACC activity during three-face displays for incorrect trials
than correct trials. In addition to specifically interrogating the hippocampus, ROI analyses were
conducted focusing on the ACC. Specifically, activity differences during the three-face display
were investigated as a function of accuracy of explicit responses. For this analysis, parameter
estimates were extracted from a bilateral ACC ROI and subjected to paired t-tests comparing
correct and incorrect trials. For controls, there was no significant difference in ACC activity
between correct and incorrect trials [t(18)=.58, p=.57, Cohen’s d=.13]. In contrast, for simulator
participants there was reliably greater ACC activity for incorrect compared to correct trials for
simulator participants [see Figure 7; t(19)=2.50, p=.02, Cohen’s d=.56]. These results suggest
that for simulators, but not controls, responding incorrectly recruits greater cognitive control
resources than responding correctly.
Simulators show greater right parietal activation than controls during the three-face
display of target-present trials. Along with ROI analyses, two exploratory whole-brain
analyses were conducted. In the first, activity during the three-face display was compared for
simulators and controls across all trials, regardless of accuracy or viewing patterns, aimed to
identify cognitive control regions that simulators might recruit for all trial types. Using
nonparametric permutation testing with a FWE rate of p<.05, no suprathreshold clusters were
identified where activation was greater for either group over the other.
In the second whole-brain analysis, activity during the three-face display was compared
for simulators and controls for all target-present trials, regardless of accuracy or viewing
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patterns. Limiting to target-present trials here was related to the aim of identifying regions that
may be related to reallocation of attention by simulators away from the associate, which did not
appear in target-absent trials. In this analysis, following non-parametric simulations to correct for
multiple comparisons, one suprathreshold cluster was identified with a peak in the right angular
gyrus [x=42, y=-52, z=28, t(38)=3.83] where activity was greater for simulators than controls

A)
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(see Figure 8). No suprathreshold clusters were identified in this contrast where control
participants showed greater activity than simulators.
No differences in connectivity with the hippocampus or ACC during three-face
display between correct and incorrect trials in simulator participants. Two PPI connectivity
analyses were conducted to identify regions which showed greater coactivation with memory
retrieval and cognitive control regions for incorrect compared to correct trials. First, PPI analyses
were conducted using four anatomically defined hippocampal seed regions (left and right,
anterior and posterior hippocampus). In another connectivity analysis, an anatomically defined
ACC seed was employed. Using whole-brain analyses, regions in which the activity was
explained by the interaction between activity in the seed and the incorrect greater than correct
experimental contrast were identified. Using non-parametric permutation tests, no suprathreshold
clusters were identified as showing greater connectivity with any of the four hippocampal seeds,
or the ACC seed, during incorrect over correct trials.
Discussion
The goal of this investigation was to address questions about how memory, attention, and
cognitive control are recruited and interact when individuals engage in the complex task of
feigning memory impairment. Specifically, I aimed to address whether associations retrieved
from LTM are prioritized by attention despite feigned impairment, how attention is reallocated
away from learned material, and whether additional cognitive control resources are recruited as
participants completed a memory task with the goal to feign memory impairment.
It must first be acknowledged that through explicit responding, the simulator group was
successful in concealing their knowledge of the learned associations. Their performance was
poorer than that of the control group and not reliably different from chance. This chance-level
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performance is comparable to how true patients with hippocampal amnesia performed on a
similar task (Hannula et al., 2007). However, these patients did not show any memory-based eye
movement effects in patterns of viewing, thus distinguishing them from simulators. Regarding
the first aim of this investigation, despite this difference in behavioral performance, there was
comparable disproportionate viewing of learned materials in the early eye movement patterns of
both groups. Within 500-750ms of the onset of the three-face display, both controls and
simulators spent more time viewing target faces than matched comparison faces and the
magnitude of this effect was well-matched between groups. This disproportionate viewing
occurred even on trials where simulator participants successfully concealed their memory by
designating trials that contained the target as “target-absent”. These eye movement findings
replicate what was seen in a recent experiment (Mahoney et al., in prep). Expanding upon
previous work, the neural basis of these eye-movement-based memory effects was examined.
ROI analyses demonstrated that hippocampal activity during the scene cue predicted early
viewing of targets for the simulator group, with greater activity on trials where high compared to
low viewing of targets subsequently occurred. This finding is consistent with previous work
(Hannula & Ranganath, 2009), which showed the same pattern of hippocampal activity on a
slightly different version of the scene-face task. The work here expands upon these findings by
showing that that memory-based prioritization occurs, and is predicted by hippocampal activity,
despite individuals’ successful feigning of memory impairment.
The finding above that hippocampal activity differences predicted high viewing of
associates shortly after test display onset, and did so even when simulators made incorrect
responses, also adds to a line of research regarding the automaticity of hippocampal retrieval and
the relationship of this process to eye movements. This finding suggests that during the
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presentation of the scene cue, pattern completion processes supported by the hippocampus may
have led to the retrieval of the associate. Because the representation of this associate was active
when the three-face display appeared, early viewing was directed towards the target, even when
simulators intended to make an incorrect response. However, given the instructional
manipulation used in this experiment, where participants were not informed that eye movements
could be used to reveal their knowledge, it could be stated that the disproportionate viewing
effects observed here simply represent search for the associate in order to successfully feign
impairment, rather than a response to automatic hippocampal pattern completion processes. In
this way, it could be that pattern completion in this case is not automatic, but effortful (based on
instruction to retrieve the associate) and that viewing effects are purposeful rather than
automatic. Nevertheless, there are several reasons to believe that this effect represents an
obligatory reaction in response to retrieval of the associate. First is the observation that the effect
occurs so rapidly after display onset, within 500-750ms. In addition, several of the simulator
participants indicated employing strategies that would not require identification of the associate,
such as responding randomly or in some sort of pattern. Unfortunately given the format of the
post-test questionnaire, where participants were permitted to select as many strategies as they
wished, it is difficult to isolate and compare those who employed strategies that required
identification of the associate and those that did not, or to identify when each strategy was
employed for those that indicated using both types. Despite this early evidence, it is evident that
future work needs to be completed to test the obligatory nature of hippocampal retrieval and its
relationship to early eye movement behavior. The results here demonstrate that even if retrieval
is effortful, there is a relationship between hippocampal activity during a memory cue and early
eye movement behavior.
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Surprisingly, the same hippocampal effect predicting early disproportionate viewing was
not observed among the control participants, as would be expected given the results of prior
work with individuals completing a similar task optimally (Hannula & Ranganath, 2009).
However, certain differences do exist between the task that was used in prior work and that in the
current investigation. First, the task in the prior experiment was purposely difficult because a key
objective concerned evaluation of activity differences in the hippocampus when participants
made incorrect recognition responses. In contrast, here, efforts were made to ensure that
materials were well encoded so that simulators could make principled decisions (based on
memory) about how to modify performance to comply with task demands. Specific differences
included a reduction in the number of pairs that were encoded per block as well as an increase in
the number of study exposures. While participants in the current experiment were required to
encode 36 scene-face pairs at a time, with two exposures per pair, there were 54 encoding trials
per block previously and participants only had one opportunity to study each pair. Furthermore,
close evaluation of behavioral data from the control group in this experiment revealed that there
was considerable variability in performance with some participants performing at ceiling and
others at or near chance. Both extremely good and extremely poor participants may have
obscured the group-level findings, as there would likely be less of a memory-based difference
between relatively high viewing trials and relatively low viewing trials following the median
split in these groups. For example, memory-based viewing might be relatively high for trials
categorized as high viewing or low viewing among participants performing at ceiling. In order to
test this idea, the control group was split into two subgroups based on their memory strength as
measured by the strict post-test measure of target-present accuracy: “extreme” performers, the
top five and bottom five on this measure of accuracy, and “average” performers, the middle ten.
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Parameter estimates from anterior and posterior hippocampal ROIs for high and low viewing
trials from a median split based on proportion of viewing the target in the first 1000ms, as above,
were entered into a mixed-model ANOVA with factors of Group (average, extreme), Viewing
(high, low), and ROI (anterior, posterior). Results from this ANOVA revealed a significant
interaction between viewing and group [see Figure 9 in Appendix A; F(1,18)=12.73, p=.002,
η2=.41]. To follow-up on this interaction, repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted
separately for average and extreme control participants. For the extreme control participants, no
significant effects were found [F(1,9)<3.79, p’s>.08, η2=.30], but for average control
participants, there was significantly greater activity for trials in which there was high, as
compared to low, viewing of the associate [F(1,9)=10.94, p=.009, η2=.55]. Therefore, it appears
that the lack of an overall viewing effect for control participants is due to participants within this
group who had either very strong or very weak memory for the pairs, leaving little room to
document a memory-based viewing effect in the hippocampus.
This investigation also demonstrated memory-based hippocampal effects during the
three-face display. Here it was found that hippocampal activity during the three-face display was
greater for correct compared to incorrect trials for control participants, reflecting successful
recognition. This finding is consistent with previous research that has shown hippocampal
activity to be reflective of accurate recognition memory for relational information (Yonelinas,
Hopfinger, Buonocore, Kroll, & Baynes, 2001; Prince et al., 2005; Hannula et al., 2013). The
same pattern was not hypothesized for simulator participants, as their explicit responding was not
expected to reflect their memory success. Simulators actually exhibited the opposite pattern from
controls with reliably greater hippocampal activity for incorrect as compared to correct trials.
This seems to indicate that simulator participants were more likely to select an incorrect response
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when their memory for the pair was strongest. However, when test data was back-sorted as a
function of post-test accuracy (using the strict criterion for target-present trials, presence/absence
judgment for target-absent trials), test accuracy for trials subsequently answered correctly
(indicating strong memory for the pair) was comparable to test accuracy for trials subsequently
answered incorrectly [t(19)=1.59, p=.13, Cohen’s d=.39], although this difference was in the
expected direction numerically, with slightly worse test performance for trials that were
subsequently answered correctly on the post-test. Still, this proposal is consistent with the
strategy reported on the post-test questionnaire by half of the simulator participants to
intentionally answer all or most of the trials incorrectly, and for this subset of simulator
participants, test accuracy for trials subsequently answered correctly on the post-test (i.e. for
which memory was strong) was significantly worse than for trials that were subsequently
answered incorrectly [t(9)=2.70, p=.02, Cohen’s d=1.06]. Surprisingly, these participants showed
comparable hippocampal accuracy effects (incorrect>correct) as the other ten, who did not report
employing this strategy and who showed no difference in their test accuracy as a function of
strength of memory, as assessed by post-test accuracy, for both the anterior [t(18)=.21, p=.84,
Cohen’s d=.09] and posterior [t(18)=.80, p=.43, Cohen’s d=.36] ROIs. Based on these findings,
it is still unclear why the simulator participants showed a pattern of accuracy-related
hippocampal activity that is opposite of that of controls. Future work examining the neural basis
of memory malingering or concealment should investigate whether this effect is consistent, and
if so, what the basis of it might be.
How hippocampal activity during the three-face display at test predicted accuracy on the
post-test was also examined. As with test accuracy, anterior hippocampal activity was greater for
trials that were subsequently answered correctly compared to incorrectly among control
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participants, again reflecting of strength of memory for the pairs. It was surprising therefore that
no reliable difference in activity during test was seen between correct and incorrect post-test
trials for the simulator group, who were also giving optimal performance on the post-test and
whose post-test performance was matched to controls. However, for this contrast I was still
examining activity during the test. The simulator participants were engaging in more than just
memory-related processes at this time. It is possible that the additional processing required to
comply with the goal of feigned memory impairment influenced hippocampal activity in a way
that eliminated differences in activity based on memory strength for simulators. Instead of
evaluating hippocampal activity during the test, where there are between-groups differences in
the engagement of strategic processes, it may be more fruitful to examine how activity during the
encoding phase predicts post-test memory accuracy. This is a possibility that will be evaluated in
future analyses.
As eye movement analyses were conducted in the current investigation, and eye
movements typically provide information about allocation of attention, the findings here can also
inform how attentional processes were affected by the instruction to feign memory impairment.
The results from this investigation first contribute to a line of evidence that suggests that
information retrieved from long-term memory is prioritized by attention (Hannula et al., 2007;
Hannula & Ranganath, 2009), as seen in the rapid eye-movements made to the associate of the
scene cue after the three-face display was presented. This prioritization occurred for both groups,
and even when simulator participants incorrectly stated that the associate was not present.
However, as mentioned above, whether this prioritization is consistent with the goal of feigned
memory impairment (i.e. identification of the associate in order to feign successfully) or a
disruption of goal-directed behavior cannot be fully disentangled based on the current
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experiment. Future work is needed that more definitively pits this early attentional prioritization
against the goals of the individual. One way to do this would be to inform individuals of the
possibility of memory detection through early eye movement effects and see if simulator
participants were able to inhibit the effect.
While simulators and controls showed comparable early disproportionate viewing of
targets over matched comparison faces, viewing of targets across the whole trial was reduced for
simulators. This suggests that these participants were more likely that controls to reorient their
attention away from the associate after the early eye-movement-based memory effects. Wholebrain analyses showed greater activity in the right angular gyrus when three-face display were
presented on target-present trials for simulators than for controls. Similarly to the right TPJ
discussed earlier, this region has been implicated in the automatic reorienting of attention
towards behaviorally relevant objects in the environment (Corbetta et al., 2000; Corbetta &
Shulman, 2002). In these fMRI studies, the angular gyrus was activated by unattended, taskrelevant objects even if they had low perceptual salience (e.g. Indovina & Macaluso, 2007). This
is an interesting finding in the context of the current experiment as shifting attention away from
the associate is behaviorally relevant to simulate memory impairment, which may have
encouraged reorienting to distractors (i.e. the other faces in the display). This effect is different
from the standard effect in the attention literature where this region is usually associated with
reorientation to a behaviorally relevant stimulus, rather than away from a target due to the
current behavioral objective held by simulator participants. The lack of significant differences
found in regions that have been shown to relate to voluntary reorientation of attention in a goaldirected manner (i.e. IPS and SPL) was unexpected given that the reorientation of attention away
from associates would seem to be in pursuit of the goal of feigning memory impairment. This
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may indicate that the reorientation of attention, as indexed here in eye movement behavior, is a
reflexive act rather than a conscious, deliberate attempt to conceal memory. Recruitment of these
voluntary reorientation regions might be greater with slight modifications to the instructional
manipulation for simulators. For example, if simulators were informed that eye movements could
reveal their knowledge and were instructed to redirect viewing away from associates, greater
activity in these dorsal regions might be expected among simulators compared to controls.
In addition to the investigation memory and attention processes described above, this
investigation also examined activity differences that are evident in the face of conflict and
increased need for cognitive control. First, a between-groups analysis examined whether
hippocampal suppression occurred in simulator participants as they attempted to feign memory
impairment, presumably by cognitive control regions as has been seen in studies of directed
suppression (Anderson et al., 2004; Depue et al., 2007). In these investigations of retrieval
suppression, memory is poorer for associations whose retrieval was suppressed during an earlier
test phase, compared both to information that was intentionally retrieved in the first test phase as
well as information that was not seen between encoding and the second test phase. This
difference in performance is associated with reductions in hippocampal activity during the first
test, where participants are intentionally suppressing retrieval. As such, it seems that
hippocampal suppression may lead to weakening of the memory trace that makes it more
difficult to successfully retrieve the association at a later time. Here, however, there were no
differences in group performance on the post-test and hippocampal activity during the three-face
display of the test phase was found to be greater for simulators than controls. As simulators were
informed of the post-test before the experiment and not directly instructed to suppress retrieval at
any point during the test phase, it is not altogether surprising that no suppression-related effects
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were found. This is not to say that suppression cannot be employed during feigned memory
impairment, simply that this does not seem to be a process that occurred with this group of
simulator participants.
The ACC was specifically investigated due to its proposed role as a conflict monitoring
region (Botvinick et al., 2001) and the idea that feigning memory impairment would lead to
conflict between accurate memory retrieval and this goal. This conflict was expected to be
particularly great when simulator participants responded incorrectly. On such trials, simulator
participants were responding in a manner which directly contrasted with their knowledge of the
associate. On correct trials, there may be some conflict between accurate memory retrieval and
the goal of feigned memory impairment that simulators are maintaining, but their explicit
responding is congruent with their knowledge of the scene-face pair. In line with this prediction,
the simulators showed greater ACC activity on trials where they responded incorrectly as
compared to correctly. The same effect was not seen in control participants, therefore supporting
the notion that the conflict between accurate memory, the goal of feigned memory impairment,
and intentional incorrect responding leads to the recruitment of this region. This finding is also
consistent with prior block-design fMRI investigations of memory malingering which identified
the ACC as more active when individuals feigned memory impairment compared to when they
performed optimally (Lee et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2005). The results here expand upon this
finding by demonstrating greater activation of this region during malingering when incorrect
responses were made.
The current investigation is not without limitations. The naturalistic instruction of
memory malingering that was provided to simulator participants may be seen as a strength, as it
increases the ecological validity of the investigation. However, the open-ended instruction also
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allowed each participant to adopt whatever strategy they thought best in order to accomplish the
task. This is seen especially in responses on the post-test questionnaire, where among the 20
participants all but one option (blurring one’s vision) were selected at least once, and no option
was selected by more than half of the participants. As each simulator was performing the task in
an individual manner, presumably engaging different cognitive control processes and therefore
different neural substrates, it is perhaps not surprising that group differences in cognitive control
regions implicated in earlier fMRI investigations of memory malingering were not found here at
the group level. Future investigations into memory retrieval under instruction of feigned memory
impairment should attempt to explore specific strategies for accomplishing such tasks, and what
neural resources are recruited in each case. For example, strategies that employ suppression of
retrieval might look very different than those that use calculated monitoring to perform at
chance-levels, which could look different from those than involve pre-selecting responses before
the display is shown. However, despite these potential differences that may have occurred in the
current group of simulators, these participants collectively displayed greater ACC activity for
incorrect than correct trials, which may represent the conflict that necessarily exists for these
memory decisions made under feigned memory instruction, regardless of the strategy an
individual chooses to employ.
In addition to examining the roles of memory, attention, and cognitive control resources
individually while participants completed the simulated memory impairment task, the current
investigation conducted a number of exploratory connectivity analyses. These aimed to identify
how connections between these different regions differed between trials in which simulators
responded correctly or incorrectly. Through these connectivity analyses, I was not able to
determine any reliable regions which showed differential connectivity with the hippocampus or
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ACC between correct and incorrect trials for simulators. However, this does not mean that these
regions are working in isolation as individuals attempt to feign memory impairment. The PPI
analysis necessitates that for a region to be identified, coactivation between that region and the
seed must occur for one condition of the experimental contrast and not the other (O’Reilly,
Woolrich, Behrens, Smith, & Johansen-Berg, 2012). Therefore, if activity in a region was
correlated with the hippocampus or the ACC across all trials, correct and incorrect, we would not
expect to find a significant interaction. Future analyses will examine this possibility.
As described above, the current work has theoretical implications for our understanding
the automaticity of hippocampal retrieval and how attentional prioritization of learned materials
can occur, despite the goals of an individual. This investigation also has practical implications.
The act of memory malingering is thought to be quite prevalent (Binder & Willis, 1991;
Mittenberg et al., 2002; Slick et al., 2004) and therefore costly to society. The detection of
individuals who are engaging in such behavior is therefore of great interest. The most commonly
used way of detecting malingering in clinical settings is through the use of performance validity
measures (Bush, 2012). These neuropsychological measures are tests of memory that are simple
enough that even those with significant deficits can do fairly well. Therefore, if an individual
does not succeed on these tasks it can be inferred that they are not giving optimal effort.
However, just by being aware of the presence of these types of measures, individuals have been
shown to become more sophisticated at malingering and can evade detection. Therefore, other
methods for the detection of this type of deception have been investigated, including the use of
fMRI, as was seen in the studies described previously (Lee et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2005;
Browndyke et al., 2008). The current investigation expanded upon this work by collecting
explicit behavioral responses, viewing patterns, and neural activity, as well as by examining
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processes related to memory retrieval, attentional allocation, and cognitive control rather than
just one process in isolation. Based on the findings here, there are several results that could
represent good targets for detection of feigned memory impairment that should be investigated in
future work.
First, has been shown in a previous study (Mahoney et al., in prep), eye movements
might be useful in detecting those feigning impairment. As discussed earlier, patients with true
relational memory deficits show no early disproportionate viewing of associates in this type of
task. The early memory-based effects therefore could be used to distinguish between those trying
their best, but failing due to real impairment, and those who are feigning such impairment.
Furthermore, the current investigation has shown that the relationship between activity in the
hippocampus and explicit accuracy may help differentiate between those feigning impairment
and those trying their best, as these two groups showed opposite patterns of activation. Greater
hippocampal activity during incorrect trials, therefore, may be a sign of feigned memory
impairment. Finally, the recruitment of regions associated with reorientation of attention and
cognitive control, such as the right parietal cortex and ACC, might be indicative of feigned
memory impairment. The ACC might be a particularly good candidate, as neither individuals
putting forth optimal effort and succeeding or those with real memory deficits should be
experiencing the same level of conflict as those feigning impairment. However, this region has
been activated in a number of studies, reflecting a number of processes besides feigned memory
impairment. Therefore, additional work is needed to identify if this effect is specific enough. In
all likelihood, given the complexity of the behavior of feigned memory impairment, detection
will require the combination of multiple effects. Future work should take this into account and,
as was done here, examine multiple processes through multiple methods. As mentioned above,
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work is also needed to investigate how specific strategies to accomplish the goal impact these
different effects.
In sum, the current work has provided an expansive investigation into the behavioral and
neural correlates of memory decisions made in the face of conflict, specifically while individuals
attempt to feign memory impairment. Despite successful feigned memory impairment through
explicit responding, simulators showed comparable attentional prioritization of learned materials
as those performing optimally. This effect was predicted by hippocampal activity during a
memory cue for simulators, while attentional reorientation away from learned materials may
have been supported by the right angular gyrus. I have also demonstrated that the recruitment
ACC occurs during feigned impairment, particularly when incorrect responses are made,
suggesting an increased role for cognitive control. These findings provide evidence for the
contributions of memory, attention, and cognitive control while individuals engage in the
complex task of feigned memory impairment. Results here provide evidence for new theoretical
understanding of how memory, attention, and cognitive control can interact, as well as practical
relevance for the detection of memory malingering.
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Appendix A
Group Level Instructions
Control Instructions:
For this experiment I would like for you to imagine that you’ve been in a car accident and that
another driver was responsible for the collision. You were unconscious following the accident
and woke up in the hospital where you were kept overnight for observation. You were told that
you had suffered from a severe concussion. Now, try to imagine that it’s one year later, and that
you’re attempting to return to work. To do so you must convince an examiner that the accident
has not caused any long-term cognitive deficits. As part of this process, you will take a memory
test and it is important that you perform your best. When we begin, you will be asked to learn
several scene-face pairs. Each pair will be presented twice and you should use the second study
exposure to make sure that the pair is well-learned. Following this study phase, a recognition
memory test will be administered – at this point your memory for the preceding pairs will be
evaluated. Over the course of the experiment, this study-test process will be repeated several
times with new materials. In each case, you should do your best to learn the pairs and to
recognize them later. Finally, at the end of the experiment, a post-test will be administered and
your memory for all of the pairs will be tested again. You will not have an opportunity to restudy
the scene-face pairs before the post-test, so it is important that you attempt to learn the pairs as
well as possible during the initial study exposures. As I have already emphasized, it is important
that you try your best to remember the pairs that were studied so that you can convince the
examiner that the accident did not cause any memory impairment.
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Malingering Instructions:
For this experiment I would like for you to imagine that you’ve been in a car accident and that
another driver was responsible for the collision. You were unconscious following the accident
and woke up in the hospital where you were kept overnight for observation. You were told that
you had suffered from a severe concussion. Now, try to imagine that it’s one year later, and that
you’re involved in a lawsuit against the other driver. If it’s determined that you have experienced
significant injuries as a result of the accident, you’re likely to receive a bigger settlement. To
improve the liklihood of financial gain, you have decided to pretend that you are suffering from
memory impairment as a result of the accident.
It is required by the court that you take a test, which will be used to determine whether you do
indeed have a memory problem. You will take this test today, and must convince the examiner
that this is the case. When we begin, you will be asked to learn several scene-face pairs. Each
pair will be presented twice and you should use the second study exposure to make sure that the
pair is well-learned. Following this study phase, a recognition memory test will be administered
and your memory for the preceding pairs will be evaluated. At this point, if you can successfully
convince the examiner that you have a memory deficit, then you are likely to be awarded a more
substantial settlement. However, it is important that your performance does not tip the examiner
off – you must convince the examiner that your memory impairment is real, and ensure that it’s
not obvious that you’re faking. Some strategies would be too obvious and would alert the
examiner. For instance, if you simply answer every test question incorrectly or fail to respond on
a subset of the trials, this would tip the examiner off. Over the course of the experiment, this
study-test process will be repeated several times with new materials.
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Finally, at the end of the experiment, a post-test will be administered and your memory for all of
the pairs will be tested again. At this point, we want you to try to do your best to recognize the
pairs that were presented during the earlier part of the experiment when you were faking memory
impairment. The examiner will alert you prior to administration of the post-test so that you can
change strategies and try to perform your best. Until you have been told that you should change
strategies, you should attempt to convince the examiner that you do have a memory impairment.
You will not have an opportunity to restudy the scene-face pairs before the post-test, so it is
important that you attempt to learn the pairs as well as possible during the initial study exposures
– this will ensure the best possible performance on the post-test.
This experiment has several different parts and that can be hard to keep track of. Do you have
any questions about what you are expected to do?
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Appendix B
Control Viewing Effects by Memory Strength

Figure 9. Controls Viewing Effects Split by Memory Strength. Parameter estimates
extracted from anterior and posterior hippocampal ROIs during the scene cue for high and
low viewing trials. Control participants are divided into “extreme” participants (i.e. those
who performed in the top or bottom 5 on the post-test) and “average” participants (i.e. the
middle 10 control participants on the post-test).
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• Received weekly group and individual supervision.
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (UWM), Milwaukee, WI
06/2013-05/2014
Psychology Clinic
Assessment Practicum
Supervisors: Bonita Klein-Tasman, Ph.D.; Han-Joo Lee, Ph.D.
• Completed psychodiagnostic assessments with adults and children, including
completion of structured and semi-structured interviews, administration of
intellectual, academic, and cognitive assessment measures, and provision of in-person
feedback and recommendations.
• Conceptualized cases based on information gathered from interview, collateral reports
of symptoms, and results of psychodiagnostic testing, and integrated these into
written reports.
Central City Cyberschool, Milwaukee, WI
Psychoeducational Assessment
Supervisor: Bonita Klein-Tasman, Ph.D.

10/2013
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Conducted psychoeducational assessments, including assessment of cognitive
abilities, academic skills, and emotional functioning, for children attending a charter
school in the inner city of Milwaukee.
Conceptualized cases based on interview, collateral reports of symptoms, classroom
observation, and results of psychodiagnostic testing and integrated these into written
reports.
Presented case conceptualization and recommendations to an interdisciplinary team in
individualized education plan (IEP) meetings.

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (UWM), Milwaukee, WI
08/2012-05/2014
Psychology Clinic
Vertical Team Member
Supervisors: Douglas Woods, Ph.D.; Shawn Cahill, Ph.D.; Robyn Ridley, Ph.D.
Rotations: Behavioral Intervention for Tic Disorders and Body-Focused Repetitive
Behaviors Team, Adult OCD and Anxiety Disorders Team; Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy
Team
• Attended weekly group supervision meetings involving video review of therapy
sessions and discussion of empirically supported interventions.
• Participated in didactic review and live observation of behavioral interventions for
individuals with tic disorders and body-focused repetitive behaviors.
• Completed intake interviews and assessments of therapy clients with anxiety and
mood disorders using self-report inventories and structured and semi-structured
interviews.
Moss Rehabilitation Hospital, Einstein Healthcare System, Elkins Park, PA 5/2010-08/2010
Drucker Brain Injury Center
Undergraduate Intern
Supervisor: Eileen Fitzpatrick, Ph.D.
• Assisted neuropsychologists, physiatrists, and physical, occupational, and speech
therapists in the assessment and treatment of patients in the post-acute stage following
moderate to severe acquired brain injuries.
• Participated in interdisciplinary team rounds to discuss progress and treatment plans
for patients.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS_________________________________________
International Neuropsychological Society (INS), Student Associate
American Academy of Clinical Neuropsychology (AACN), Student Member
Society for Neuroscience (SfN), Student Member
Psychonomic Society, Student Affiliate
American Psychological Society (APS), Graduate Student Affiliate
Sigma Xi, Student Affiliate
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